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Emerging distributed systems such as cloud-based services are characterized by compu-
tations over different explicit localities, moving code and data, and a high degree of 
concurrency. KLAIM is a well-established language that can naturally describe such sys-
tems. The KLAIM language is process algebra flavored, allows Linda-based asynchronous 
communication through distributed tuple spaces, and supports explicit localities as well 
as code and data mobility. In this work we take some first steps in the quest for a 
correct-by-construction design process for secure and reliable distributed systems. Such 
a design process is necessary as more and more safety- and security-critical tasks that 
need to satisfy mission-critical formal requirements are executed in a distributed setting. 
We use a rewriting-based approach to formally specify and analyze KLAIM specifications 
of distributed systems. In particular we: (i) specify the reduction semantics of KLAIM in 
Maude, (ii) extend the Maude-based specification by making messages first-class citizens, 
and (iii) describe a second extension that allows true distributed execution of Maude-based 
KLAIM specifications. We prove that under appropriate weak fairness assumptions all these 
specifications are stuttering bisimilar and that large classes of logic temporal formulas, 
namely all CTL∗ \X formulas, are preserved. By means of an example we show that our ap-
proach allows specifying aspects of a distributed system in a Maude-based KLAIM dialect, 
verifying these specifications using Maude’s LTL model checking capabilities, and then ex-
ecuting the verified specifications in a distributed environment. This marks a first step in 
the quest for a correct-by-construction design process for secure and reliable distributed 
systems.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With the advent of cloud computing, more and more computations are performed in a distributed setting. These emerg-
ing distributed systems and services are characterized by computations over different explicit localities, moving code and 
data, and a high degree of concurrency. The advantages of economies of scale and multitenancy make these novel distributed 
systems and services more economical than local servers. For this reason, even safety- and security-critical tasks that need 
to satisfy mission-critical formal requirements are executed in a distributed setting. For current distributed systems and 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of our approach: from KLAIM specifications to verified executable D-KLAIM specifications.

services, however, security and reliability are still major concerns [52]. Concurrent (distributed) processes as well as mobile 
code and data make these systems complex and hard to design, build, test, and verify. To tackle the challenge of guarantee-
ing the aforementioned formal requirements for these complex systems we envision a correct-by-construction design process 
for distributed systems and services.

The KLAIM coordination language [27] proposed by de Nicola et al. in 1998 is a well-established language that can nat-
urally describe distributed systems. In KLAIM, processes communicate asynchronously through Linda-based [36] distributed 
tuple spaces. Processes are defined with a process algebra flavored syntax and, just like data, can move. Localities are 
first-class data and allow the distribution of processes and data. KLAIM offers enough expressiveness to model distributed 
systems at a high level of abstraction. We choose rewriting logic [44] as a semantic framework for giving an executable 
semantics to the KLAIM language. Rewriting logic is well-suited for this purpose as it is a logic of concurrent change that 
can naturally deal with state and concurrent computations. The main goal of this work is to take some first steps in the 
quest for a correct-by-construction design process for reliable and secure distributed systems by combining the research 
efforts of KLAIM and rewriting logic.

Contributions The contributions of this work are centered around the question of whether a correct-by-construction dis-
tributed KLAIM implementation of a distributed system can be derived directly from its KLAIM specification. We use the 
Maude system [25], a high-performance implementation of rewriting logic, as a semantic framework. Maude is an appropri-
ate choice as it is allows the (distributed) execution of specifications and offers a rich tool environment for formal analysis. 
We contribute a Maude-based specification of the KLAIM language, M-KLAIM, and prove that it is stuttering bisimilar to 
the original reduction semantics of KLAIM. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formal correctness proof of an 
executable KLAIM implementation. To model message passing explicitly, we extend M-KLAIM to a message passing-based 
KLAIM specification, MP-KLAIM, and prove that (weak fair) MP-KLAIM is stuttering bisimilar to M-KLAIM. To actually de-
ploy such a specification in a true distributed environment, we again extend the message passing-based specification to 
a distributed message passing-based specification, D-KLAIM, that uses Maude’s built-in sockets to communicate. We again 
prove (for a simplified abstraction) that (weak fair) D-KLAIM is stuttering bisimilar to (weak fair) MP-KLAIM. Furthermore, 
we show that the stuttering bisimulations can be extended to Kripke structures and thus preserve large classes of tem-
poral logic formulas, namely CTL∗ \ X. Our results allow the specification and model checking of aspects of a distributed 
system at a high level of abstraction and then executing seamlessly extended versions of the verified specifications in an 
actual distributed setting while preserving correctness properties. As specifications in distributed Maude instances cannot 
be model checked directly, we present two socket abstractions that allow model checking of D-KLAIM specifications. We use 
the Maude system and its LTL model checker [34] to specify, simulate, verify, and execute aspects of a distributed system 
example. The example shows that it is indeed possible to: (i) formally specify and analyze distributed systems based on 
KLAIM and Maude, and that (ii) it is feasible to execute these formally verified specifications in a distributed environment. 
Fig. 1 summarizes our approach.

This work is based on the article “Design and Analysis of Cloud-based Architectures with KLAIM and Maude” [62] pub-
lished in the proceedings of the 9th International Workshop on Rewriting Logic and its Applications. Besides describing our 
approach in greater detail, this article extends the scope of the original workshop article by: (i) proving stuttering bisimilar-
ity between our Maude-based KLAIM specification (M-KLAIM) and the original reduction semantics of KLAIM, (ii) proving 
that our message-passing-based M-KLAIM extension, MP-KLAIM, is stuttering bisimilar to M-KLAIM, (iii) proving that a sim-
plified version of our distributed message passing extension of M-KLAIM, D-KLAIM, is stuttering bisimilar to MP-KLAIM, and 
(iv) putting the work in context with related and future work in the quest for a correct-by-construction design process for 
secure and reliable distributed systems.

Outline This article is structured as follows: Section 2 describes our envisioned correct-by-construction design process 
for distributed systems and introduces a running example of aspects of a distributed system that we use to describe our 
approach throughout this work. Section 3 provides the preliminaries of this work: an introduction to transition systems, 
simulations, rewriting logic, and the Maude system. Section 4 introduces the KLAIM coordination language and a transi-
tion system of KLAIM which we will use in the remainder of the paper. In Section 5, we present our three Maude-based 
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Fig. 2. Running example: three aspects of a distributed system; a stateful content provider (Fibonacci service), mutual exclusion and load balancing.

formal executable specifications of KLAIM: (i) M-KLAIM, a Maude-based specification of the semantics presented in [28], 
(ii) MP-KLAIM, an extension of M-KLAIM that makes messages first-class citizens of the specification, and (iii) D-KLAIM, 
an extension of MP-KLAIM that allows true distributed execution. Section 6 discusses the correctness and refinement 
of *-KLAIM; in particular, it contains proofs that show the stuttering bisimilarity of KLAIM to M-KLAIM, that weak fair 
MP-KLAIM is stuttering bisimilar to M-KLAIM, and that weak fair MP-KLAIM is stuttering bisimilar to weak fair D-KLAIM. 
Furthermore, we show that the stuttering bisimulations can be extended to Kripke structures and thus preserve large classes 
of temporal logic formulas. In Section 7 we then show how the Maude tool environment and in particular the Maude LTL 
model checker can be used to formally analyze *-KLAIM specifications. Section 8 discusses related work. We conclude by 
summarizing and evaluating our results and discuss future research directions in the quest for a correct-by-construction 
design process for secure and reliable distributed systems.

2. A correct-by-construction design process for distributed systems

This section describes how a correct-by-construction distributed KLAIM implementation of aspects of a distributed sys-
tem can be derived from their KLAIM specifications. Our design process is centered around the specification of a distributed 
system in KLAIM or one of the Maude-based KLAIM dialects that we propose in this work. Simple syntactic transformations 
allow a specification of a system in KLAIM or one of the Maude-based dialects to be transformed into another. While an 
original KLAIM specification might be used together with the KLAIM tool environment, the Maude-based KLAIM specifica-
tions can be used to simulate, analyze, and even execute a specification in a true distributed environment.

In particular, we envision a correct-by-construction design process that involves the following steps:

1. Specification of a distributed system in KLAIM.
2. Transformation of the KLAIM specification to M-KLAIM, MP-KLAIM, or D-KLAIM.
3. Possibility of simulating, i.e., executing the Maude-based KLAIM specifications in a single Maude instance.
4. Possibility of verifying formal requirements of the Maude-based KLAIM specifications in a single Maude instance; typi-

cally in M-KLAIM.
5. Execution of a verified D-KLAIM-based specification in a true distributed environment.

In the following, we illustrate our approach using three classical aspects of a distributed system: a stateful content 
provider (Fibonacci service), mutual exclusion, and load balancing (see Fig. 2).

(i) Fibonacci service. In this aspect of our example, we use KLAIM to model the behavior of a service that returns the next 
Fibonacci number on request (and thus internally depends on a state) called Fibonacci Service. Additionally, we model a 
client that deploys the service (Developer) and a client that uses the service (Client). We show that the correctness of 
the Fibonacci service in M-KLAIM implies the correctness of the service in the other KLAIM formalisms presented here.

(ii) Mutual exclusion. In this aspect of our example, the server contains a mutual exclusion mechanism which is realized 
by a tuple space (Token Server) and clients (Client) that are competing for the resources. We used *-KLAIM to model this 
aspect of the example. Furthermore, we demonstrate how model checking can be used for verification, i.e., we verify 
that the mutual exclusion property holds.

(iii) Load balancer. In this aspect of our example, we model a scenario in which work units are produced, load balanced 
among consumers, and finally consumed. The load balancer evenly distributes work among the consumers. We use 
*-KLAIM to model this aspect of the example and perform an automatic exploration of the state space, in particular, of 
all possible final states.

All three different aspects of our example show that our approach can be applied to aspects of distributed systems. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate the correct-by-construction nature of our approach, i.e., we model the example based on 
the rigorous mathematical semantics of rewriting logic, perform simulations in (distributed and non-distributed) Maude 
instances, and finally use the power of model-checking and state-space exploration for verification.

In Section 9 we discuss the applicability and limitations of our approach to large scale systems.
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3. Preliminaries: transition systems, simulation, rewriting logic, and the Maude system

In this section we review standard material on transition systems and Kripke structures, define two notions of simulation 
and stuttering simulation, and give a short introduction to rewriting logic including its relation to Kripke structures. The 
presentation is based on [49] and follows closely, with some adaptations and extensions, the presentation there.

3.1. Transition systems, Kripke structures, and temporal logic

Definition 1. A transition system is a pair A = (A, →A), where A is a set of states and →A ⊆ A × A is a binary relation 
called the transition relation; we write a →A b to state that (a, b) ∈ →A .

Given a set of labels Λ, a labeled transition system A = (A, →A, Λ) consists of a set of states A and a ternary transition 
relation →A ⊆ A × Λ × A; we write λ : a →A b to state that (a, λ, b) ∈ →A .

Given an arbitrary relation →, we write →• for the total relation that extends → by adding a triple (resp. pair) 
(• :)a →• a for each a such that there are no b (and λ) with (λ :)a → b. A path (resp. labeled path) in A is a func-
tion π : N −→ A (resp. (π, A) : N → A × λ) such that, for each i ∈ N, π(i) →A π(i + 1) (resp. for a labeled path, 
λi : π(i) →A π(i + 1)). Given n ∈ N, we use πn to refer to the suffix of π starting at π(n); explicitly, πn(i) = π(n + i), 
for each i ∈N.

In the following we consider fair transition systems and restrict the set of the paths of a transition system to admissible 
subsets. By APath(A) we denote the set of admissible paths of the (labeled) transition system A. In a (labeled) transition 
system A, any path is admissible, i.e. APath(A) denotes the set of all (labeled) paths.

We say that the label λ is enabled for a ∈ A if there is an a′ ∈ A with λ : a→A a′ . A label λ is executed in the path π at 
n ∈ N if λn = λ and λn : π(n) →A π(n + 1) hold. For a label λ ∈ Λ, the path π is called λ-weak fair if the following holds: 
if there exists n ∈ N such that λ is enabled for any π(m) with m ≥ n then λ is executed in πn for infinitely many i ∈ N; 
i.e. λi = λ for infinitely many i ≥ n. For a set of labels J , a path π is called J -weak fair if it is λ-weak fair for all λ ∈ J . 
By W FairPath J (A) we denote the set of all J -weak fair paths of A. Other notions of fairness such as strong fairness or 
unconditional fairness can be defined in an analogous way.

A fair transition system admits only fair paths:

Definition 2. A (weak) fair transition system A = (A, →A, Λ, J ) is a labeled transition system (A, →A, Λ) equipped with a 
set of labels J . A path in A is admissible if it is λ-weak fair for all labels λ ∈ J , i.e. APath(A) def= W FairPath J (A).

A Kripke structure adds information about the atomic properties that hold in each state. Such atomic properties can be 
described by a set AP of atomic propositions. The set APath(K) of admissible paths of K consists of all paths of K. A fair 
Kripke structure restricts the admissible paths of a Kripke structure to the subset of fair paths.

Definition 3. A Kripke structure is a triple K = (A, →A, LA), where (A, →A) is a transition system with →A a total relation, 
and LK : A → P(AP) is a labeling function associating to each state the set of atomic propositions that hold in it. The set 
APath(K) of admissible paths of K consists of all admissible paths of (A, →A).

A weak fair Kripke structure K J = (A, →A, Λ, J , L) is a Kripke structure K = (A, →A, L) such that the set APath(K J ) of 
admissible paths of K J consists of all those paths of K which satisfy all weak fairness conditions in J .

Note that the transition relation of a Kripke structure must be total, that is, for each a ∈ A there is a b ∈ A (and λ) such 
that (λ :)a →A b. This is a usual requirement [23] that simplifies the definition of the semantics for temporal logics, of 
which Kripke structures are models. It can be easily achieved by totalizing →A .

To specify system properties we will use the branching-time temporal logic CTL∗(AP) (see for example [23, Section 3.1]).
There are two types of formulas in CTL∗(AP): state formulas, denoted by State(AP), and path formulas, denoted by 

Path(AP). Their syntax is given by the following mutually recursive definitions:

state formulas: ϕ ::= p ∈ AP | � | ⊥ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | Aψ | Eψ

path formulas: ψ ::= ϕ | ¬ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | ψ ∧ ψ | Xψ | ψUψ | ψRψ | Gψ | Fψ.

A and E are respectively the universal and the existential path quantifiers, while the operators X, U, R, G, and F have the 
intuitive meanings of next, until, release, henceforth, and eventually.1 The semantics of the logic, specifying the satisfaction 
relations A, a |� ϕ and A, π |� ψ for a Kripke structure A, an initial state a ∈ A, a state formula ϕ , a path π , and a path 
formula ψ is defined by structural induction on formulas as shown in Fig. 3.

Linear Temporal Logic LTL(AP) is a restricted subset of CTL∗(AP); it consists of formulas of the form Aψ such that ψ is a 
CTL∗(AP) path formula in which only atomic propositions are permitted as state subformulas [23]. More precisely, the path 

1 In Maude we write [] for G and <> for F (cf., Section 3.5).
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A,a |� p ⇐⇒ p ∈ LA(a)

A,a |� � ⇐⇒ true
A,a |� ⊥ ⇐⇒ false
A,a |� ¬ϕ ⇐⇒ A,a �|� ϕ
A,a |� ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ⇐⇒ A,a |� ϕ1 or A,a |� ϕ2

A,a |� ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ⇐⇒ A,a |� ϕ1 and A,a |� ϕ2

A,a |� Aψ ⇐⇒ for all π such that π(0) = a,A,π |� ψ

A,a |� Eψ ⇐⇒ there exists π with π(0) = a such that A,π |� ψ

A,π |� ϕ ⇐⇒ A,π(0) |� ϕ
A,π |� ¬ψ ⇐⇒ A,π �|� ψ

A,π |� ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ⇐⇒ A,π |� ψ1 or A,π |� ψ2

A,π |� ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ⇐⇒ A,π |� ψ1 and A,π |� ψ2

A,π |� Xψ ⇐⇒ A,π1 |� ψ

A,π |� ψ1Uψ2 ⇐⇒ there exists n ∈ N such that A,πn |� ψ2 and,
for all m < n, it holds that A,πm |� ψ1

A,π |� ψ1Rψ2 ⇐⇒ for all n ∈N, either A,πn |� ψ2

or there exists m < n such that A,πm |� ψ1

A,π |� Gψ ⇐⇒ for all n ∈NA,πn |� ψ

A,π |� Fψ ⇐⇒ there exists n ∈ N such that A,πn |� ψ

Fig. 3. CTL∗ semantics.

formulas of LTL(AP) are defined as follows:

path formulas: ψ ::= p ∈ AP | ¬ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | ψ ∧ ψ | Xψ | ψUψ | ψRψ | Gψ | Fψ.

We also write CTL∗ \ X(AP) for the fragment of the logic that does not contain the next operator.
Weak fairness (w.r.t. some label λ) can be expressed in CTL∗ by the path formula weakλ = FGenabλ → GFexecλ where 

the formula enabλ expresses that the label λ is enabled and the formula execλ expresses that λ is executed. We write Fair J

for the conjunction of all fairness conditions.
Then we have the following relationship between a Kripke structure K and the fair Kripke K J .

Proposition 1. (See [23].) Let K = (A, →A, LA) be a Kripke structure and K J be the Kripke substructure which is fair w.r.t. J . Then 
for any formula Aψ ∈ LTL(AP) and a ∈ A we have K J , a |� Aψ iff K, a |� A(Fair J → ψ).

3.2. Simulations

We present the notion of simulation of [49] which is similar to that in [23]. First, we define simulations between 
transition systems.

Definition 4. Given transition systems A = (A, →A) and B = (B, →B), a simulation of transition systems H : A −→ B is a 
binary relation H ⊆ A × B such that for any a, a′ ∈ A, b ∈ B , if a →A a′ and aHb then there is b′ ∈ B such that b →B b′
and a′Hb′ .

We say that H is a total simulation if the relation H is total. If both H and H−1 are simulations, then we call H a 
bisimulation.

We can extend a simulation of transition systems H to paths by defining π Hρ if π(i)Hρ(i) for each i ∈N.

Definition 5. Given Kripke structures A = (A, →A, LA) and B = (B, →B, LB), both over the same set AP of atomic propo-
sitions, an AP-simulation H :A −→ B of A by B is given by a simulation H : (A, →A) −→ (B, →B) between the underlying 
transition systems such that for any a ∈ A, b ∈ B if aHb, then LB(b) ⊆ LA(a).

We call H an AP-bisimulation if H and H−1 are AP-simulations. Also, we call H strict if aHb implies LB(b) = LA(a). Note 
that an AP-bisimulation is necessarily strict.

The fact that H : A −→ B is a simulation of transition systems guarantees that for each concrete path in A starting at 
a state related to one in B there is a path simulating it in B. The second condition implies that a state in B can at best 
satisfy only those atomic propositions that hold in all the states in A that it simulates.

The important fact about AP-bisimulations is that they satisfy the same CTL∗(AP)-formulas.

Theorem 1. (See [23].) If H :A −→ B is an AP-bisimulation, then for any ϕ ∈ CTL∗(AP) and a ∈ A, b ∈ B with aHb we have A, a |� ϕ
iff B, b |� ϕ .
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3.3. Stuttering simulations

Another direction in which the original definition of simulation can be extended is that of stuttering bisimulations [14,55]
and, more generally, stuttering simulations [42].

Definition 6. Let A = (A, →A) and B = (B, →B) be transition systems and let H ⊆ A × B be a relation. Given paths π in A
and ρ in B, we say that ρ H-matches π if there are strictly increasing functions α, β : N −→ N with α(0) = β(0) = 0 such 
that, for all i, j, k ∈N, if α(i) ≤ j < α(i + 1) and β(i) ≤ k < β(i + 1), it holds that π( j)Hρ(k).

For example, the following diagram shows the beginning of two matching paths, where related elements are joined by 
dashed lines and α(0) = β(0) = 0, α(1) = 2, β(1) = 3, α(2) = 5, etc.

π • • • • • · · ·

ρ • • • • • · · ·

Definition 7. Given transition systems A and B, a stuttering simulation of transition systems H : A −→ B is a binary relation 
H ⊆ A × B such that if aHb, then for each path π in A starting at a there is a path ρ in B starting at b that H-matches π .

If H is a function we say that H is a stuttering map of transition systems. If both H and H−1 are stuttering simulations, 
then we call H a stuttering bisimulation.

The extension to Kripke structures is immediate:

Definition 8. Given Kripke structures A = (A, →A, LA) and B = (B, →B, LB) over AP, a stuttering AP-simulation H :A −→ B
is a stuttering simulation of transition systems H : (A, →A) −→ (B, →B) such that for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B with aHb we 
have LB(b) ⊆ LA(a). We call the stuttering AP-simulation strict if aHb implies LB(b) = LA(a). We call H a stuttering 
AP-bisimulation if H and H−1 are stuttering AP-simulations.

It is clear that the properties involving the next operator X of temporal logic are not preserved by stuttering 
AP-simulations; however, if we restrict our attention to CTL∗ \ X(AP), that is, the fragment of the logic that does not con-
tain X, all formulas are preserved. In practice, the elimination of the operator X is not a great loss since, as argued in [41], 
interesting properties are not so much concerned about what happens in the next step as to what eventually happens.

Theorem 2. (See [14].) If H : A −→ B is a stuttering AP-bisimulation, then for any ϕ ∈ CTL∗ \ X(AP) and a ∈ A, b ∈ B with aHb we 
have A, a |� ϕ iff B, b |� ϕ .

Definition 8 characterizes stuttering simulations in terms of infinite paths. Well-founded simulation [42] yields a more 
finitary description which is useful in proving stuttering simulations.

Definition 9. Let A = (A, →A) and B = (B, →B) be transition systems. A relation H ⊆ A × B is a well-founded simula-
tion of transition systems from A to B if there exist functions μ : A × B −→ W and μ′ : A × A × B −→ W , with (W , <)

a well-founded order, such that whenever for a, a′ ∈ A, b ∈ B aHb and a →A a′ , either:

1. there is b′ such that b →B b′ and a′Hb′ , or
2. a′Hb and μ(a′, b) < μ(a, b), or
3. there is b′ such that b →B b′ , aHb′ , and μ′(a, a′, b′) < μ′(a, a′, b).

Remark. Note that if only A admits stuttering steps, then H is a function, only conditions (1) and (2) apply and the function 
μ′ is not necessary. Similarly, if only B admits stuttering steps, the H−1 is a function, only conditions (1) and (3) apply, and 
the function μ is not necessary.

Definition 10. Given Kripke structures A = (A, →A, LA) and B = (B, →B, LB) over AP, a relation H ⊆ A × B is a well-
founded AP-simulation if H is a well-founded simulation of transition systems and LB(b) ⊆ LA(a) whenever aHb for a ∈ A, 
b ∈ B .

Well-founded simulation is equivalent to stuttering simulation:

Theorem 3. (See [42].) Let A = (A, →A, LA) and B = (B, →B, LB) be Kripke structures over AP, and H ⊆ A × B. Then, H is a 
well-founded AP-simulation iff it is a stuttering AP-simulation.
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Corollary 1. Let A = (A, →A) and B = (B, →B) be transition systems and H ⊂ A × B. Then, H is a well-founded simulation of 
transitions systems iff it is a stuttering simulation.

3.4. Membership equational logic and rewriting logic

Rewriting logic [44] provides a very flexible framework for the system-level specification of concurrent systems, as docu-
mented in the survey [46] and witnessed by the numerous references in [43].

Rewriting logic is parameterized by an underlying equational logic: here we use membership equational logic. Both 
transition systems and Kripke structures can be naturally specified at a high level as rewrite theories.

3.4.1. Membership equational logic
A signature in membership equational logic is a triple (K , Σ, S) (just Σ in the following), with K a set of kinds, Σ =

{Σk1...kn,k}(k1...kn,k)∈K ∗×K a many-kinded signature, and S = {Sk}k∈K a pairwise disjoint K -kinded family of sets of sorts. The 
kind of a sort s is denoted by [s]. We write TΣ,k and TΣ,k(X) to denote respectively the set of ground Σ-terms with kind k
and of Σ-terms with kind k over variables in X , where X = {x1 : k1, . . . , xn : kn} is a set of K -kinded variables.

The atomic formulas of membership equational logic are either equations t = t′ , where t and t′ are Σ-terms of the 
same kind, or membership assertions of the form t : s, where the term t has kind k and s ∈ Sk . Intuitively, terms with a 
kind but without a sort represent undefined or error elements. Sentences are universally-quantified Horn clauses of the form 
(∀X)A0 if A1 ∧ . . .∧ An , where each Ai is either an equation or a membership assertion, and X is a set of K -kinded variables 
containing all the variables in the Ai . A theory is a pair (Σ, E), where E is a set of sentences in membership equational 
logic over the signature Σ . We write (Σ, E) � φ, or just E � φ if Σ is clear from the context, to denote that (Σ, E) entails 
the sentence φ in the proof system of membership equational logic [45].

A Σ-algebra A consists of a set Ak for each k ∈ K , a function A f : Ak1 × · · · × Akn −→ Ak for each operator f ∈ Σk1...kn,k , 
and a subset As ⊆ Ak for each sort s ∈ Sk , with the meaning that the elements in sorts are well-defined, whereas elements 
in a kind not having a sort are “undefined” or “error” elements. A theory (Σ, E) has an initial model TΣ/E whose elements 
are E-equivalence classes of terms [t]. We refer to [13,45] for a detailed presentation of (Σ, E)-algebras, sound and complete 
deduction rules, initial and free algebras, and theory morphisms.

3.4.2. Rewriting logic
Concurrent systems are axiomatized in rewriting logic by means of rewrite theories [44] of the form R = (Σ, E, R, φ). 

The set of states is described by a membership equational theory (Σ, E) as the algebraic data type TΣ/E,k associated to 
the initial algebra TΣ/E of (Σ, E) by the choice of a kind k of states in Σ . The system’s transitions are axiomatized by the 
conditional rewrite rules R , which are of the form

λ : (∀X)t −→ t′ if
∧

i∈I

pi = qi ∧
∧

j∈ J

w j : s j ∧
∧

l∈L

tl −→ t′
l ,

with λ a label, pi = qi and w j : s j atomic formulas in membership equational logic for i ∈ I and j ∈ J , and for appropriate 
kinds k and kl , t, t′ ∈ TΣ,k(X), and tl, t′

l ∈ TΣ,kl (X) for l ∈ L. The last component φ : σ → Pfin(N) is a function assigning to 
each f : k1 . . .kn −→ k in Σ a set φ( f ) = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} of frozen argument positions, so that for f (t1, . . . , tn) it is 
forbidden to rewrite with R at any subterm position t j with j ∈ φ( f ). This function will be omitted if φ( f ) = ∅ for all f .

Rewriting logic has inference rules to infer all the possible concurrent computations in a system [17,44], in the sense 
that, given two states [u], [v] ∈ TΣ/E,k , we can reach [v] from [u] by some possibly complex concurrent computation iff we 
can prove u −→ v in the logic; we denote this provability relation by R � u −→ v . In particular we can easily define the 
one-step R-rewriting relation, which is a binary relation →1

R,k on TΣ,k that holds between terms u, v ∈ TΣ,k iff there is a 
one-step proof of u −→ v , that is, if there is a proof in which only one rewrite rule in R is applied to a single subterm. We 
can get a binary relation (with the same name) →1

R,k on TΣ/E,k by defining [u] →1
R,k [v] iff u′ →1

R,k v ′ for some u′ ∈ [u], 
v ′ ∈ [v]. This defines a transition system T (R)k = (TΣ/E,k, (→1

R,k)
•) for each k ∈ K .

Under reasonable assumptions about E and R , rewrite theories are executable. Indeed, there are several rewriting logic 
language implementations, including CafeOBJ [35], ELAN [12], and Maude [24–26]. From an operational viewpoint, the set 
of equations is divided into a set A of equational axioms for some of the operators in the signature, for which there exists 
a finitary A-matching algorithm, and a set E that will always be considered to be a set of simplifying (oriented) equations 
modulo A. For a rewrite theory R = (Σ, E ∪ A, R, φ) to be executable the equations E have to be (ground) Church–Rosser 
and terminating modulo A, and the rules R have to be (ground) coherent [60] relative to the equations E modulo A. The 
last condition means that for each ground term t , whenever we have t →1

R u we can always find a one-step rewrite 
canE/A(t) →1

R v such that [canE/A(u)]A = [canE/A(v)]A , where canE/A(t) denotes the canonical form of t after simplification 
with the equations E modulo A, which by the Church–Rosser and termination assumptions exists and is unique modulo A.

3.4.3. Temporal properties of rewrite theories
In order to be able to associate temporal properties to a rewrite theory R = (Σ, E, R, φ) we first need to make explicit 

two things: the intended kind k of states in the signature Σ , and the relevant state predicates on which any such temporal 
properties will be based, so that they can be interpreted in our system.
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Once the kind k is fixed, the transitions between states are given by T (R)k . In general, however, the state predicates 
do not need to be part of the system specification but may only be needed for property verification purposes when we 
want to show that some temporal logic properties are satisfied. We can assume that they have been defined by means of 
equations D in a protecting theory extension (Σ ′, E ∪ D) of (Σ, E); that is, the extension is conservative in the sense that 
the unique Σ-homomorphism TΣ/E −→ TΣ ′/E∪D |Σ should be bijective at each sort in Σ . We also assume that (Σ ′, E ∪ D)

contains the theory BOOL of Boolean values in protecting mode. Furthermore, we assume that the syntax defining the state 
predicates consists of a subsignature Π ⊆ Σ ′ of operators, with each p ∈ Π a different state predicate symbol that can be 
parameterized, that is, p does not need to be a constant, but can in general be an operator p : s1 . . . sn −→ Prop. If k is the 
kind of states, the semantics of the state predicates Π is defined with the help of an operator _ |� _ : kProp −→ Bool in Σ ′
and by the equations E ∪ D . By definition, given ground terms u1, . . . , un , we say that the state predicate p(u1, . . . , un) holds
in the state [t] iff

E ∪ D � t |� p(u1, . . . , un) = true.

Then, we associate to a rewrite theory R = (Σ, E, R, φ) (with a selected kind k of states and with state predicates Π ) 
a Kripke structure whose atomic propositions are specified by the set APΠ = {θ(p) | p ∈ Π, θ ground substitution}, where 
by convention we use the simplified notation θ(p) to denote the ground term θ(p(x1, . . . , xn)). We define

K(R,k)Π = (
TΣ/E,k,

(→1
R,k

)•
, LΠ

)

where

LΠ

([t]) = {
θ(p) ∈ APΠ

∣∣ θ(p) holds in [t]}.

3.5. The Maude system

The Maude system is a high-performance implementation of rewriting logic and its underlying membership equational 
logic. Maude is capable of executing rewrite theories, which are specified as modules with a self-explanatory type-writer 
syntax that is almost isomorphic to the mathematical syntax. Modules are the key concept of Maude. They can be func-
tional modules, representing equational theories, and system modules, representing rewrite theories. Computation with these 
modules corresponds to deduction by rewriting. Maude and its tool environment can be used in three, mutually reinforcing 
ways: (i) as a declarative programming language, (ii) as an executable formal specification language, and (iii) as a formal 
verification system. The book “All About Maude—A High-Performance Logical Framework” [25] provides a comprehensive 
description and documentation of Maude’s features.

In this work we use Maude: (i) to formally specify the KLAIM language, (ii) to specify aspects of a distributed system 
example using our KLAIM specification, and (iii) use Maude’s built-in LTL model checker [34] to formally verify temporal 
logic properties of the specifications. We further execute our specifications to simulate the outcome of certain configurations 
and use Maude’s built-in socket capabilities to execute the specifications in a truly distributed environment.

Maude supports (i) on-the-fly explicit state linear temporal logic (LTL) model checking of concurrent systems [25,34] and 
(ii) model checking using the search command [25].

For LTL model checking, both the system specification and the property specification are given in Maude. The Maude LTL 
model checker can be used to prove safety properties (something bad never happens) and liveness properties (something 
good will eventually happen) when the set of states that are reachable from the initial state of a system module is finite. The 
operators needed for the specification of model checking in Maude are specified in the predefined module MODEL-CHECKER. 
The modal operators G and F are written as [] and <>, respectively. For a full description of LTL operators and formulas 
we refer to [25].

A second variant of model checking is provided by Maude’s search command. It explores the reachable state space 
from an initial state for a pattern that has to be reached, possibly subjected to a user-specified semantic condition. The 
search can be further restricted by the form of the rewriting proof from the initial to the final term. Possible forms are,

• =>*, which means that a proof of zero, one, or more steps is searched for.
• =>!, which indicates that only final states, i.e., states were no further rewrites are possible, are searched for.

To model check invariants, i.e., predicates that define a set of states that contain all the states reachable from an initial state, 
with the search command, the optional semantic condition, corresponding to the violation of the invariant, is specified in 
the search command. Under some assumptions, which are omitted here for reasons of simplicity, for any invariant I(x : k)

and an initial state init, I holds if and only if the command

search init =>* x:k such that not I(x : k) .

returns no solutions (k is the kind of the term init). For an in-depth description of the search command we refer to [25].
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Nets: N ::= 0 | s ::ρ C | N1 ‖ N2 | (νs)N

Components: C ::= 〈t〉 | P | C1|C2

Processes: P ::= nil | a.P | P1|P2 | X | rec X .P

Actions: a ::= in(T )@u | out(t)@u | new(s)

Tuples: t ::= u | P | t1, t2

Templates: T ::= u | !x | !X | T1, T2

Allocation Environment: ρ ::= [s/l] | ρ1ρ2

Fig. 4. KLAIM syntax.

4. The KLAIM coordination language

KLAIM (Kernel Language for Agents Interaction and Mobility) [27] is a kernel programming language for mobile com-
puting. The language offers the aspects of a computation as well as a coordination language. The language’s basic operators 
were influenced by process algebras like CSP, CCS [50] and the π -calculus [51]. Additionally, Linda’s tuple space primitives 
[20,36] provide a coordination mechanism. These primitives are enriched with explicit localities which allow to distinguish 
between multiple computing sites and the distribution of the tuple spaces across such sites. A locality can be either a phys-
ical or a logical locality, e.g., self is a reserved logical locality. This separation allows a program to be defined independently 
from the underlying network’s physical setup. Again, the network structure, the mapping between logical and physical local-
ities, and the distribution of processes can be rearranged without any changes to the program. The specification of KLAIM 
also includes a type system that statically checks security properties, i.e., for ensuring that the intended operations of a 
process comply with its access rights.

4.1. KLAIM syntax

Multiple variants of the original KLAIM language specification [27] with differing expressive power have been pro-
vided [9,28]. We base the syntax and semantics of KLAIM used in this work on the one introduced in [28]. In the following, 
we give a brief overview of this syntax. For an in-depth description of KLAIM, its variants, and their syntax and semantics 
we refer to [9,27,28].

Fig. 4 shows the subset of the syntax of KLAIM which is relevant for this paper. At the highest level of abstraction, the 
KLAIM model specifies a soup of nodes, called a Net. A net can be either 0, a single node s ::ρ C , a composition of nets 
N1 and N2, N1 ‖ N2, or a net (νs)N . A single node is a triple s ::ρ C , where s is the site, ρ is the allocation environment 
(which is a finite partial mapping from localities to sites), and C is a component. The net (νs)N restricts the name s to 
the net N . Components can be either data (denoted as 〈t〉) or processes and their parallel composition. A net is called 
well-formed [29] if for each node s ::ρ C we have that ρ(self) = s, and, for any pair of nodes s ::ρ C and s′ ::ρ ′ C ′ , we have 
that s = s′ implies ρ = ρ ′ . In the following we assume nets to be well-formed. Processes in KLAIM are built from the nil
process, from basic action prefixes, from parallel composition, and from recursion. KLAIM actions are very close to Linda’s 
operations and are composed of the in action, which consumes a tuple, the out action, which outputs a tuple, and the 
new action, which locally generates a new location. KLAIM also contains a read action, which reads a tuple but does not 
consume it, and an eval action, which outputs a process. For simplicity of presentation we do not consider them in this 
paper but they are included in the full treatment of [31,54]. All actions (but the new action) contain a locality u, where 
the tuple or process should be consumed from, read from, sent to, or evaluated. Finally, tuples are sequences of names and 
processes and templates are patterns used to retrieve tuples.

4.2. Running example

The following example illustrates how KLAIM can be used to specify a message-passing-based distributed system.

Example 1 (Fibonacci service in KLAIM). In this example, we consider the first aspect of the running example: the stateful 
content provider (Fibonacci service). Fig. 5 illustrates the example and its steps. The developer starts the Fibonacci service. 
Then the consumer creates a tuple space (storage node) for incoming Fibonacci numbers and requests and receives Fibonacci 
numbers from the service. We will discuss the Maude specifications of this example in Section 5.

In KLAIM, each participating entity, the developer, the consumer, and the server, can be modeled as KLAIM nodes and 
their behavior as KLAIM processes. The following KLAIM net Fib specifies the example setup, where s1, s2, s3 are the sites, 
ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 are the allocation environments, and P1, P2, P3 are the processes of the consumer, the developer, and the server 
of the Fibonacci service, respectively

s1 ::ρ1 P1 ‖ s2 ::ρ2 P2 ‖ s3 ::ρ3 P3
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Fig. 5. The Fibonacci service component of our running example (cf., Fig. 2).

For example, the following process specifies the Fibonacci server, P3, where start is the tuple that is sent from the 
developer to start the service and ρ3(c) = s1. The recursive part of the process blocks until it receives two previous Fibonacci 
numbers, calculates and sends the new Fibonacci number to the consumer, and finally sends the two last Fibonacci numbers 
to itself and invokes itself again

P3 = in(start)@self .out(0)@c.out(0,1)@self .rec X .in( f1, f2)@self .out( f1 + f2)@c.out( f2, f1 + f2)@self .X

The client process P1 first creates the storage node and then simply forwards the incoming Fibonacci numbers to its 
own tuple space and to the storage node. It can be specified as follows

P1 = new(st).rec X .in(x)@self .out(x)@self .out(x)@st.X

The developer process P2 simply sends the start command to the server and can be specified as follows, where ρ2(s) = s3

P2 = out(start)@s.nil

The correctness of the Fibonacci service Fib can be expressed by the property that the client process will store the Fibonacci 
numbers in its tuple space. We write 〈m . . .n〉@s for the atomic proposition “s contains tuples 〈m〉|〈m + 1〉| . . . |〈n〉” (where 
n, m are natural numbers with m ≤ n and s is a site).

Then, the correctness of the service can be specified by the set of all LTL-formulas of form (n natural number)

AF〈fib 0 . . . fib n〉@s1

4.3. KLAIM semantics

The operational semantics of KLAIM (see Fig. 6, cf. [28]) is defined in terms of a congruence relation ≡all and a reduction 
relation �−→.

In the following, we assume that recursive definitions of processes are guarded, i.e., in definitions of form rec X .P , each 
sequential subprocess of P starts with nil or an action (and therefore is different from X).

By ≡ we denote the structural congruence relation which is generated by all equations (Monoid laws, . . . , Clone) in 
Fig. 6, except (Rec); ≡REC denotes the congruence generated by Rec, ≡all denotes the full congruence relation generated 
by all equations including Rec, and ≡α denotes alpha-equivalence (where two terms are alpha-equivalent if one can be 
obtained from the other by renaming bound names).

A name denoting an address of a node is called site. We distinguish basic and generated sites. In the following, Loc
denotes the set of all localities and S the set of all sites; S0 denotes the (infinite) subset of all basic sites and G denotes the 
(infinite) subset of generated sites. Sites in S0 can be free or bound; the sites in G are bound and used for sites which are 
dynamically generated by an action (Red-New). An application of (Red-New) generates a new site s′ by executing the action 
new(s′) at site s; we call s′ a child of s and assume that the new bound site s′ is an element of G . Moreover, we assume 
that Loc ⊇ S , S = S0 ∪ G , and S0 and G are disjoint.

The operational semantics of KLAIM induces a transition system: we denote by KLAIM-Net all ground well-formed KLAIM 
terms of sort net; KLAIM-Net/≡all denotes the quotient of KLAIM-Net by the ≡all-congruence. Given two nets [M], [N] ∈
KLAIM-Net/ ≡all , we can reach [N] from [M] in one step, written [M] �−→≡all [N] iff for some M ′ ∈ [M] and N ′ ∈ [N] there 
is a derivation of M ′ �−→ N ′ in the operational semantics. This defines the KLAIM transition system of KLAIM

K = (KLAIM-Net/ ≡all, �−→≡all)
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N ‖ 0 ≡ N, N1 ‖ N2 ≡ N2 ‖ N1 and (N1 ‖ N2) ‖ N3 = N1 ‖ (N2 ‖ N3) (Monoid laws)

N ≡ N ′ if N ≡α N ′ (Alpha)

(νs1)(νs2)N ≡ (νs2)(νs1)N (Rcom)

N1 ‖ (νs)N2 ≡ (νs)(N1 ‖ N2) if s /∈ fn(N1) (Ext)

s ::ρ C ≡ s ::ρ (C |nil) (Abs)

s ::ρ C1|C2 ≡ s ::ρ C1 ‖ s ::ρ C2 (Clone)

s ::ρ rec X .P ≡REC s ::ρ P [rec X .P/X] (Rec)

(Red-Out)
ρ(u) = s′ E[[t]]ρ = t′

s ::ρ out(t)@u.P ‖ s′ ::ρ ′ nil �−→ s ::ρ P ‖ s′ ::ρ ′ 〈t′〉

(Red-In)
ρ(u) = s′ match(E[[T ]]ρ , t) = σ

s ::ρ in(T )@u.P ‖ s′ ::ρ ′ 〈t〉 �−→ s ::ρ Pσ ‖ s′ ::ρ ′ nil

(Red-New)
s ::ρ new(s′).P �−→ (νs′)(s ::ρ P ‖ s′ ::ρ[s′/self ] nil)

s′ /∈ s,ρ

(Red-Par)
N1 �−→ N ′

1

N1 ‖ N2 �−→ N ′
1 ‖ N2

(Red-Res) N �−→ N ′
(νb)N �−→ (νb)N ′

(Red-struct)
N ≡all M �−→ M ′ ≡all N ′

N �−→ N ′

Fig. 6. Overview of the semantics of KLAIM.

4.4. Normal KLAIM derivations and semantics modulo structural congruence

In the remainder of this subsection we construct another transition system of KLAIM which has a closer correspondence 
to M-KLAIM. To this end we first define some notion of normal form of a KLAIM net and of a derivation.

We call a ground KLAIM net N binding-free if N does not contain any binder (νs). A binding-free net N of the form 
s0 ::ρ0 P0 ‖ . . . ‖ sm ::ρm Pm is called site-disjoint if all its sites s0, . . . , sm are pairwise disjoint; it is called site-closed if any 
site occurring in N is among s0, . . . , sm; it is called |-free if none of the P0, . . . , Pm contains any parallel operator | at top 
level (i.e., none of the Pi is of the form Q 1|Q 2); in this case, typically many of the sites s0, . . . , sm and their corresponding 
allocation environments ρ0, . . . , ρm are identical. We often denote s0, . . . , sm by sites(N). Using (ABS), (Clone) and the 
monoid laws, any binding-free net N has a structurally equivalent site-disjoint net N# and a structurally equivalent |-free 
net N‖ . N# and N‖ are uniquely determined up to reordering with the monoid laws. We have N ≡ N# ≡ N## ≡ N‖ ≡ N‖‖ .

Because of the laws of α-conversion (ALPHA) and name extrusion (EXT), every KLAIM net is structurally equivalent to a 
net M of form (νs1) . . . (νsn)N1 where N1 is a binding-free net. We say that M is in prefix normal form. By applying (Clone)

several times from left to right, M can be transformed into M‖; similarly, by applying (Clone) in the reverse direction M
can be transformed into M#.

Fact 1. Each ground KLAIM net N has a prefix normal form (νs1) . . . (νsn)N1 such that N ≡ (νs1) . . . (νsn)N1 and N1 is binding-free. 
Moreover, N1 ≡ N#

1 ≡ N‖
1 and thus N ≡ (νs1) . . . (νsn)N#

1 ≡ (νs1) . . . (νsn)N‖
1 .

Reductions can also be brought into a normal form: Any reduction N �−→ N ′ of KLAIM nets is caused by the applica-
tion N0 �−→ N1 of an action reduction rule inside a possibly larger context C[.] in |-free prefix normal form so that N is 
≡all-equivalent to C[N0], N ′ is ≡all-equivalent to C[N1] and there is a reduction C[N0] �−→ C[N1].

Definition 11 (Normal derivation, action reduction in context). A derivation of N �−→ N ′ of KLAIM nets is labeled by action A
(with A ∈ {Out, In, New}) and called A-normal if there exist nets N0, N1, R2 such that the derivation has the following 
form (*):

N0 �−→ N1
by (RED-A)

N0 ‖ R2 �−→ N1 ‖ R2
by (RED-PAR)

N ≡all C[N0], C[N0] �−→ C[N1], C[N1] ≡all N ′ by several (RED-RES),C[.]=(νs′1)...(νs′n)([.]‖R2)

N �−→ N ′ by (RED-STRUCT)
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where R2 is binding-free and |-free. The derivation of C[N0] �−→ C[N1] is called A-action reduction in context of N0 �−→ N1
written A : C[N0] �−→ C[N1]. If the form of the action is not important, we speak of action reduction in context.

Note that in case R2 = nil, the context has the form (νs′
1) . . . (νs′

n)[.]. We can normalize the KLAIM reductions:

Proposition 2. For any ground KLAIM nets N and N ′ with N �−→ N ′ there exists a normal derivation of N �−→ N ′ .
The proof proceeds by computational induction on the derivation of N �−→ N ′ (see Appendix A).

Corollary 2. For any ground KLAIM nets N and N ′ , N �−→ N ′ is derivable iff there exist ground nets N0, N1 and a |-free context C[.]
(νs′

1) . . . (νs′
n)([.] ‖ R2) in prefix normal form, such that the following holds: N ≡all C[N0], N ′ ≡all C[N1], and C[N0] �−→ C[N1] is an 

action reduction in context of N0 �−→ N1 .

Any ≡all-congruence is generated by structural congruences and by some left-to-right (process invocation or unfold) and 
right-to-left (fold) applications of the recursion equation (REC). We denote the left-to-right application of (Rec) by (Rec→)

and the right-to-left application by (Rec←). Then, any ≡all-congruence M ≡all N can be split into a sequence M0 ≡ N0 ≡r1

R1 ≡ N1 . . . Nn−1 ≡rn Rn ≡ Nn with n ≥ 0, M = M0, N = Nn and ri ∈ {Rec→, Rec←}. Thus any reduction M �−→ N can be 
proven by using a sequence of structural equivalences, process invocations, folds, and one action reduction in context.

Corollary 3. For any ground KLAIM nets M and N, M �−→ N is derivable iff there exist m, n ≥ 0, ground nets Mi, N j, Rk, and rk ∈
{Rec→, Rec←} with i = 0, . . . , m, j = 0, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m + n such that the following holds:

1. all Mi and Rk for k ≤ m are ≡all-equivalent to M, i.e., M ≡all M0 . . . ≡all Mm ≡all R1 . . . ≡all Rm;
2. all N j and Rk for k > m are ≡all-equivalent to N, i.e., N ≡all N0 . . . ≡all Nn ≡all Rm+1 . . . ≡all Rm+n;
3. M ≡ M0 ≡r1 R1 ≡ M1 ≡r2 . . . Mm−1 ≡rm Rm ≡ Mm �−→ N0 ≡ N1 ≡rm+1 Rm+1 ≡ N2 ≡rm+2 . . . Nn ≡rm+n Rm+n ≡ N.

Thus the operational semantics of KLAIM induces also a transition system on the structural congruence classes of ground 
KLAIM nets:

Let KLAIM-Net/ ≡ denote the quotient of KLAIM-Net by structural congruence. Then, for two given (well-formed) nets 
[M]≡, [N]≡ ∈ KLAIM-Net/ ≡, we can reach [N]≡ from [M]≡ in one step iff M �−→ N is an action reduction in con-
text or there is an application M ≡r N of (Rec) with r ∈ {Rec→, Rec←}; we define [M]≡ �−→≡ [N]≡ and label it by 
α ∈ {Out, In, New, Rec→, Rec←} iff for some M ′ ∈ [M]≡ and N ′ ∈ [N]≡ , M ′ �−→ N ′ is an α-action reduction in context 
or if M ′ ≡α N ′ with α = Rec→ or α = Rec← hold. This defines the (labeled) transition system of KLAIM:

K≡ = (KLAIM-Net/ ≡, �−→≡)

Any path of K≡ is given by an (infinite) sequence of the form:

[M0]≡, . . . , [Mi]≡, . . . such that for all i ≥ 0 [Mi]≡ �−→≡ [Ni] holds

By relating any structural equivalence class [M]≡ with the corresponding ≡all-equivalence class [M]≡all we obtain a 
stuttering bisimulation of both KLAIM semantics:

Proposition 3. K and K≡ are stuttering bisimilar w.r.t. to the relation H≡all ⊂ KLAIM-Net/≡all × KLAIM-Net/≡ defined by 
[M]≡all H≡all [N]≡ iff M≡allN, for any M, N ∈ KLAIM-Net.

Proof. Corollary 3 implies directly that K≡ is a stuttering simulation of K. The other direction follows from the definition 
of �−→≡: each action in context corresponds to a transition in K, whereas each ≡Rec→ and each ≡Rec← equivalence are also 
equivalences in K and thus stuttering steps. �

In order to be able to reason about KLAIM nets we extend the KLAIM transition system by a set APKLAIM of atomic 
propositions. For simplicity, we require for any atomic proposition p ∈ APKLAIM that its validity in a net N depends only on 
the binding-free part of (the prefix normal form of) N .

Let LK : KLAIM-Net/≡all → P(AP) be a labeling function associating to each congruence class of KLAIM nets the set of 
atomic propositions that hold in it. The well-definedness of LK ensures that any proposition p ∈ AP is invariant in any 
≡all-congruence class: for any M, N ∈ KLAIM-Net with M ∈ [N]≡all , p holds in M iff p holds in N .

For example, the net M0 = sc ::ρc (Pc|〈0〉|〈1〉) ‖ sd ::ρd Pd ‖ ss ::ρs P s contains three different sites and thus the proposition 
“contains three sites” holds in M0, i.e., “contains three sites” ∈ LK(M0). Another example is the proposition “sc contains 
tuple 〈0〉 and 〈1〉” (written 〈0 1〉@sc ) which holds also in M0.

More generally, we assume that APKLAIM contains the set AP0 of all atomic propositions of the form 〈et1 . . . etn〉@s, 
count ≥ n, and count = n@s (for tuples et1, . . . , etn , natural number n, site s) which stand for “site s contains the 
tuples 〈et1〉, . . . , 〈etn〉” and “the current net has at least n different nodes”. Formally, we define (for appropriate
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s1, . . . , sn, ρ, ρ1, . . . , ρn, P , P1, . . . , Pn, N)

• 〈et1 . . . etn〉@s ∈ LK([M]≡all ) if M ≡all s ::ρ 〈et1〉| . . . |〈etn〉|P‖N;
• count ≥ n ∈ LK([M]≡all) if M# ≡all s1 ::ρ1 P1‖...‖sn ::ρn Pn‖N .

For the transition system K≡ we can use the same set APKLAIM of atomic propositions and define the labeling function 
LK≡ : KLAIM≡ →P(APKLAIM) by

LK≡
([M]≡

) def= LK
([M]≡all

)
for any M ∈ KLAIM-Net.

Then the following Kripke structures are stuttering bisimilar:

KSKLAIM = (KLAIM-Net/≡all, �−→≡all , LK) and

KSKLAIM≡ = (KLAIM-Net/ ≡, �−→≡, LK≡)

Proposition 4. The Kripke structures KSKLAIM and KSKLAIM≡ are stuttering APKLAIM-bisimilar w.r.t. to the relation H≡all .

Proof. By Proposition 3 the underlying transition systems are stuttering bisimilar. Moreover, [M]≡all H≡all [N]≡ implies 
M ≡all N; thus by the definitions of the labeling functions we have LK([M]≡all) = LK≡([N]≡). �
Corollary 4. For any ϕ ∈ CTL∗ \ X(APKLAIM) and M ∈ KLAIM-Net/≡all , N ∈ KLAIM-Net/ ≡ with M H≡all N we have

KSKLAIM, M |� ϕ iff KSKLAIM≡ , N |� ϕ.

Examples are the instances AF〈fib 1 . . . fib n〉@sc of the correctness property of the Fibonacci service; these properties hold for the 
net M0 and the corresponding equivalence classes [M0]≡ and [M0]≡all .

5. Maude-based executable specifications of KLAIM (*-KLAIM)

In the following, we present three Maude-based formal executable specifications of KLAIM:

1. Maude KLAIM (M-KLAIM), a straightforward translation of the reduction semantics of KLAIM into a rewriting logic-based 
semantics,

2. message passing Maude KLAIM (MP-KLAIM), which seamlessly extends the syntax and semantics of M-KLAIM by defin-
ing messages as first-class citizens, and finally

3. distributed Maude KLAIM (D-KLAIM), which extends MP-KLAIM and allows specifications to be executed in a distributed 
environment.

All three Maude-based KLAIM specifications can be downloaded from http :/ /www4 .in .tum .de /~eckharjo /KLAIM .zip. As for 
KLAIM we discuss here the subset of M-KLAIM corresponding to the syntax shown in Fig. 4.

5.1. M-KLAIM

The main difference between M-KLAIM and KLAIM is the absence of the binding operator ν . Moreover, the M-KLAIM 
syntax differs slightly from the one introduced in [28] and rather represents the original one introduced in [27].

Definition 12 (Maude specification of M-KLAIM sites and allocation environments). The sort Locality and its subsort Site is 
defined by the following constructors, where self denotes a distinguished locality to refer to the execution site itself

sorts Locality Site .
subsort Qid < Locality .
subsort Site < Locality .

op self : -> Locality [ctor] .
op site_ : Qid -> Site [ctor prec 15] .

Allocation environments are defined by the following constructors

sort AllocationEnvironment

op {} : -> AllocationEnvironment [ctor] .
op [_/_] : Site Locality -> AllocationEnvironment [ctor] .

http://www4.in.tum.de/~eckharjo/KLAIM.zip
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op _*_ : AllocationEnvironment AllocationEnvironment
-> AllocationEnvironment [ctor assoc id: {}] .

where {} is the empty allocation environment and the constructor [_/_] maps a locality to a specific site. Terms of sort 
AllocationEnvironment can be concatenated using the _*_ operator.

For a given allocation environment RHO, localities L, L1, and L2, and site S, the following equations define the recursive 
evaluation:

op _(_) : AllocationEnvironment Locality -> Site [memo] .

eq [evaluation-base] : {}(L) = L .
eq [evaluation-site] : RHO(S) = S .
eq [evaluation-rec1] : [S / L] * RHO(L) = S .
ceq [evaluation-rec2] : [S / L1] * RHO(L2) = RHO(L2)
if L1 =/= L2 .

Definition 13 (Maude specification of M-KLAIM components, processes, and actions). We use a slightly different notation which 
resembles more the notation from [27]. This definition combines processes and components as the sort Process.2

Tuples and templates are defined as a sequence of localities, processes, and expressions.

sorts TupleElt Tuple .
sorts EvaluatedTuple EvaluatedTupleElt .
subsort EvaluatedTupleElt Locality SyntacticProcess Expression
< TupleElt < Tuple .

subsort Val Process Site
< EvaluatedTupleElt < EvaluatedTuple < Tuple .

We distinguish between the sort Tuple and EvaluatedTuple; evaluated tuples are the output of the tuple evaluating 
function, and differ from tuples in the sense that they are evaluated, i.e., the localities are translated to sites and the 
expressions are evaluated using the expression evaluation function. The concatenation is defined for both using the operator

op _,_ : Tuple Tuple -> Tuple [ctor assoc prec 40] .
op _,_ : EvaluatedTuple EvaluatedTuple -> EvaluatedTuple
[ctor assoc prec 40] .

Now, M-KLAIM actions are defined by the following constructors, which directly correspond to the original KLAIM actions

sort Action .

op out(_)@_ : Tuple Locality -> Action [ctor prec 20] .
op in(_)@_ : Tuple Locality -> Action [ctor prec 20] .
op newloc(_) : LocalityVarName -> Action [ctor prec 20] .

Finally, M-KLAIM processes are defined using the following constructors

sort Process .

op nil : -> Process [ctor] .
op _|_ : Process Process -> Process
[frozen assoc comm ctor id: nil prec 30] .

op _._ : Action Process -> Process [frozen ctor prec 25] .

These constructors represent the empty process (nil), the parallel composition of processes (_|_) and the prepending 
of actions to a process (_._). Thus, | and nil satisfy the monoid laws (as in KLAIM). Auxiliary processes (which represents 
a tuple 〈t〉 in KLAIM) are represented by the sort AuxiliaryProcess, which is a subsort of Process. An auxiliary 
process is defined by the constructor

sort AuxiliaryProcess .
subsort AuxiliaryProcess < Process .

op <_> : EvaluatedTuple -> AuxiliaryProcess [ctor] .

2 In the original specification in [31,54] we distinguish between sort SyntacticProcess and sort Process. SyntacticProcess represent pro-
cesses that can be built with KLAIM’s syntax for processes. We use the sort SyntacticProcess to represent both, the evaluated and the non-evaluated 
process tuple element. Process is a supersort of syntactic processes that includes the auxiliary process <et> used by KLAIM’s semantics. We omit this 
distinction for reasons of simplicity here.
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For reasons of simplicity, we limit our specification in this work to parameter-free process invocations. Additionally, we 
use Qids for all types of variables, i.e., process, locality, and expression variables. Refs. [31,54] contain specifications of 
parametrized process invocations and scoped variables.

A parameter-free process invocation is defined by the following constructor

op _<> : Qid -> SyntacticProcess [ctor prec 20] .

The actual process is then defined in an explicit equation in a context which is defined by the context operator

op Context : -> Context [ctor] .

where the default context is the empty context

op nilContext : -> Context [ctor] .

A context contains process definitions, i.e., mappings from process identifiers of sort ProcessId to syntactic processes 
(of sort SyntacticProcess), defined by the operator

op _=def_ : ProcessId SyntacticProcess -> [Context] [ctor] .

where process identifiers are of the form

op _() : Qid -> ProcessId [ctor] .

Process definitions are concatenated by the associative and commutative operator

op _&_ : Context Context ->
[Context] [ctor assoc comm id: nilContext] .

The definition and concatenation operators specify terms of kind [Context]. A conditional membership restricts terms 
of sort Context to mappings where for each process identifier at most one syntactic process is defined and defined 
processes are closed. For reasons of brevity we refrain from showing the definition of the context validation predicates.

Definition 14 (Maude specification of M-KLAIM nets). M-KLAIM nets are defined using the two constructors

op nnil : -> Net [ctor] .
op (_{_}::{_}_) : Site Nat AllocationEnvironment Process
-> [Net] [ctor] .

op _||_ : Net Net -> [Net] [config assoc id: nnil comm ctor] .

where nnil represents an empty net, (_{_}::{_}_) creates a M-KLAIM node at a specific location (together with a 
natural number, which is used to create fresh names), with a given allocation environment, and a process that is running 
at that node. Furthermore, the constructor _||_ defines a M-KLAIM net to be a multiset which is concatenated using the 
|| operator. Thus, || and nnil satisfy the monoid laws (as in KLAIM).

Definition 15 (Maude specification of M-KLAIM semantics). In Fig. 7 we show the relevant M-KLAIM rules corresponding to 
the three KLAIM rules (Red-Out, Red-In, and Red-New from Fig. 6). In the Maude rules the variables RHO, RHO1, and RHO2 
represent allocation environments; T a tuple; S, S1, and S2 sites; L a locality; COUNT a natural number; X a term of sort 
Qid; PS, LS, and ES sequences of processes, localities, and expressions; PVNS, LVNS, and EVNS sequences of names for 
processes, localities, and expressions; and finally SP and PP processes.

The two rules out-self and out-remote correspond to rule (Red-Out) of KLAIM’s semantics. out-self specifies 
that, if the process of the node at site S contains a process which can perform an out action and the action’s locality 
evaluates to S, then a new auxiliary process (represented by the tuple <t> with t = T[| T |]RHO) is added to the 
process at that node. Otherwise, if the action’s locality evaluates to a different site than the node’s site and the remote node 
at that site exists, the rule out-remote adds the auxiliary process to the process at that node. In both rules, the process 
PP represents the processes running in parallel with the process that is prefixed with the out action (in case there is no 
parallel process we choose PP = nil). Thus, in contrast to KLAIM’s rules, the rules of our specification take into account 
all processes of a node.

in-self and in-remote correspond to rule (Red-In) of KLAIM’s semantics. in-remote specifies that if the process 
of the node at site S1 contains a process which can perform an in action and the action’s locality evaluates to S2 and the 
node at site S2 contains an auxiliary process which matches with the requested tuple, then, the evaluated tuple ET1 is 
replaced by the evaluated tuple ET2 and the auxiliary process is removed.

One further important difference between KLAIM and our specification of KLAIM is the handling of new localities. KLAIM 
assumes a countable set of sites S0 from which new localities can be inferred. In the KLAIM rule (Red-New), there is no 
explicit or constructive creation of the new locality l′ . In our Maude specification, we handle the creation of new localities 
explicitly, i.e., each node contains an additional counter, which represents the number of new sites it has already created, 
and uses this number together with its own site to create a new unique site (see rule newloc).

Recursion is handled by the rule process-invocation: If the identifier X of a process invocation X<> is found in 
the global context Context the corresponding syntactic process is retrieved from the context by the operator def.
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op _||_ : Net Net -> [Net] [config assoc comm ctor id: nil] .
op _|_ : Process Process -> Process
[frozen assoc comm ctor id: nil] .

crl [out-self] : (S {COUNT}::{RHO} (out(T) @ L) . SP | PP)
=> (S {COUNT}::{RHO} SP | PP | <T[|T|]RHO>)

if S := RHO(L) .

crl [out-remote] : (S1 {COUNT1}::{RHO1} (out(T) @ L) . SP | PP)
|| (S2 {COUNT2}::{RHO2}P)
=> (S1 {COUNT1}::{RHO1} SP | PP)
|| (S2 {COUNT2}::{RHO2} P | <T[|T|]RHO>)

if S2 := RHO1(L) .

crl [process-invocation] :
(S1 {COUNT1}::{RHO} (X<>) | PP)
=> (S1 {COUNT1}::{RHO} def(X(), Context) | PP)

if (X definedIn Context) .

crl [in-self] : (S {COUNT}::{RHO} in(T)@L.SP | <ET1> | PP)
=> (S {COUNT}::{RHO} (SP [ ET1 / ET2 ]) | PP)

if ET2 := T[|T|]RHO /\ S := RHO(L) /\ match(ET1, ET2) .

crl [in-remote] : (S1 {COUNT1}::{RHO1} in(T)@L.SP | PP)
||(S2 {COUNT2}::{RHO2} P | <ET1> )
=> (S1 {COUNT1}::{RHO1} (SP [ ET1 / ET2 ]) | PP)
|| (S2 {COUNT2}::{RHO2} P)

if ET2 := T[|T|]RHO1 /\ S2 := RHO1(L) /\ match(ET1, ET2) .

crl [newloc]: (site ID {COUNT}::{RHO} (newloc(LVN)) . SP | PP)
=> (site ID {s(COUNT)}::{RHO} (SP [ NEWSITE / LVN ]) | PP)
|| (NEWSITE {0}::{[NEWSITE / self] * RHO} nil)

if NEWSITE := site(qid(string(ID) + "." + string(COUNT, 10))).

Fig. 7. Overview of the relevant M-KLAIM rules.

Example 2 (Fibonacci service in M-KLAIM). We specify a KLAIM net to be a multiset (of sort Net) composed of the individual 
nodes (of sort Node). Localities, expressions and processes are specified in a manner both straightforward and very close 
to the original KLAIM syntax. Thus, for example, the Fibonacci service KLAIM net Fib (cf., Example 1) is represented by the 
M-KLAIM Maude term FibM

(site(’1) {0} :: {[site(’1)/self]} newloc(’st). ’ClientRec<>)
|| (site(’2) {0} :: {[site(’2)/self]*[site(’3)/’s]}

out(start)@ ’s . nil)
|| (site(’3) {0} :: {[site(’3)/self]*[site(’1)/’c]}

in(start)@self . out(0)@’c . out(0, s(0))@self. ’FibRec<>)

given the context

eq Context =
’FibRec() =def
in(f1, f2)@ self
. out(f1 +e f2)@ ’c
. out(f2, f1 +e f2)@ self
. ’FibRec<>

& ’ClientRec() =def
in(x)@ self . out(x)@self . out(x)@ ’st
. ’ClientRec<> .

The correctness of the Fibonacci service FibM is expressed by the same formulas AF〈fib 0 . . . fib n〉@s1 as in KLAIM.

5.2. MP-KLAIM

M-KLAIM allows message-passing-based communication between nodes in a net, where communication rules are of the 
form

crl [out-remote] :
(S1 {COUNT1}::{RHO1} (out(T) @ L) . SP | PP)
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|| (S2 {COUNT2}::{RHO2} P)
=>
(S1 {COUNT1}::{RHO1} SP | PP)
|| (S2 {COUNT2}::{RHO2} P | <T[| T |]RHO1>)

if S2 := RHO1(L) .

MP-KLAIM refines the communication infrastructure by making message passing both asynchronous and more explicit, 
and allows the expression of states in which messages are in transit between two nodes.

MP-KLAIM can thus, in the future, also serve as a foundation for Maude-based KLAIM specifications that model not only 
unicasting of messages from one node to another but also various forms of multicasting and broadcasting. It can further be 
extended with link failure models to specify message loss.

The way nodes and programs are expressed remains unchanged; e.g., the net FibM of the running example of the Fi-
bonacci service is the same for M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM (cf., Example 2).

MP-KLAIM slightly modifies the syntax and semantics of KLAIM by defining messages as first-class citizens of a net. This 
idea is very close to Maude’s object-based programming paradigm [25]. In fact, we base the specification of MP-KLAIM on 
Maude’s predefined module CONFIGURATION. A net is now a configuration and contains nodes (conceived as objects) and 
messages. The concatenation operator syntax _ _ is redefined to _||_. Furthermore, we extend the notion of a site to 
include an IPv4 address together with a port and an identifier, e.g., ’127.0.0.1 : 8000 # 0. Nodes are identified by 
their site, which is thus the object identifier.

The MP-KLAIM specification uses messages for communication between nodes. These messages are syntactically reflected 
by terms of sort Msg, which are made up of an object identifier that represents the addressed object and a message content 
of sort MsgContent

sort MsgContent .
op msg(_,_) : Oid MsgContent -> Msg [ctor message] .

In MP-KLAIM, messages are part of the configuration that forms a KLAIM net. As mentioned above, this configuration 
can be thought of as a soup of objects (the nodes) and messages.

Message contents exist for the out and in actions, respectively. The message contents to request a tuple using an in
action include the evaluated tuple to match with and an object identifier to send the response to. The response contains a 
matched tuple in addition to the object identifier the response is from

op remote-out(_) : EvaluatedTuple -> MsgContent .
op inRequest (_,_) : Oid EvaluatedTuple -> MsgContent .
op inResponse (_,_) : Oid EvaluatedTuple -> MsgContent .

At the process level, the MP-KLAIM specification adds an auxiliary action, blockIn. This action is a placeholder to 
block the continuation of a process that is waiting for a response from an in action that address remote KLAIM nodes. 
The auxiliary action carries the tuple the process is waiting for, and an object identifier, which represents the object the 
response is expected to arrive from.

In the following we show the corresponding rewriting rules for the local and remote rules for the out operation (rules (1) 
and (2)) and the in operation (rule (6)).

The remote rule for the out action from the M-KLAIM specification is translated into a pair of rules: one rule that 
produces a message and adds it to the soup, and another rule that actually consumes the message and performs the action. 
The semantic rules for the actions that address the same node, i.e., the self rules, remain the same.

The semantic rule for an out action that addresses a remote node consumes the out action and puts a new message into 
the configuration. The message contains the receiving node’s site and the tuple of the out action:

crl [out-remote-produce] :
(S1 {COUNT}::{RHO} (out(T) @ L) . SP | PP)

=>
(S1 {COUNT}::{RHO} SP | PP)
|| msg(S2, remote-out(T[| T |]RHO))

if S2 := RHO(L) /\ S2 =/= S1 .

A node consumes a message that is addressed to it and has the remote-out message content in it by putting the 
evaluated tuple that comes with the message in its tuple space:

rl [out-remote-consume] :
(S {COUNT}::{RHO} PP)
|| msg(S, remote-out(ET))

=>
(S {COUNT}::{RHO} PP | <ET>) .
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KLAIM’s in action is a blocking action, i.e., a process that is prefixed by such an action can only proceed if a tuple that 
matches the tuple of the in action is found. A remote in action is consumed by a KLAIM node by putting a request message 
that addresses the remote node into the configuration. The message contains the tuple of the in action and the node’s site 
that processed the in action. To simulate the blocking behavior, the node’s process is prefixed by a blockIn action that 
contains the site the message is sent to and the tuple of the in action

crl [in-remote-request] :
(S1 {COUNT}::{RHO} (in(T) @ L) . SP | PP)

=>
(S1 {COUNT}::{RHO} blockIn(ET, S2) . SP | PP)
|| msg(S2, inRequest(S1, ET))

if ET := T[| T |]RHO /\ S2 := RHO(L) /\ S2 =/= S1 .

A node consumes a message that is addressed to it and contains an inRequest if a tuple that matches the tuple of the 
message is present in its tuple space by putting a response message that contains the found tuple into the configuration. 
The message also contains the site that processed the message and is addressed to the node where the request came from

crl [in-remote-response] :
(S2 {COUNT}::{RHO} SP | PP | <ET1>)
|| msg(S2, inRequest(S1, ET2))

=>
(S2 {COUNT}::{RHO} SP | PP)
|| msg(S1, inResponse(S2, ET1))

if match(ET1, ET2) .

A node consumes a message that is addressed to it and contains an inResponse by matching the information of 
the sender and the tuple that come with the response with the information of a blockIn action in its process. If the 
tuples match, the received tuple is substituted for the tuple of the blockIn action in the process that the blockIn
action prefixes. It is necessary for the receiving node to match the tuples, because a node could send two requests with 
non-matching tuples to the same remote node

crl [in-remote-consume] :
(S1 {COUNT}::{RHO} blockIn(ET1, S2) . SP | PP)
|| msg(S1, inResponse(S2, ET2))

=>
(S1 {COUNT}::{RHO} SP [ ET2 / ET1 ] | PP)

if match(ET1, ET2) .

A more detailed specification of MP-KLAIM is given in [31,54].

5.3. D-KLAIM

M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM are both intended to be executed in a local simulation environment, i.e., a single Maude in-
stance. D-KLAIM is an extension of MP-KLAIM that allows specifications to be executed in a distributed environment. In 
essence, the D-KLAIM extension allows multiple instances of Maude to execute specifications based on MP-KLAIM. The 
MP-KLAIM specification instances communicate with each other through sockets which are handled by objects introduced 
in D-KLAIM. We use Maude’s support for rewriting with external objects via erewrite (abbreviated erew) and the pre-
defined implementation of sockets [25].

For a configuration to communicate with external objects in Maude, such a configuration must contain a so-called portal
configuration. The default portal is part of the predefined module CONFIGURATION:

sort Portal .
subsort Portal < Configuration .
op <> : -> Portal [ctor] .

An example of external objects are sockets. Currently, Maude supports IPv4 TCP sockets. The predefined mod-
ule SOCKET of the Maude distribution includes the definition of messages to create (createClientTcpSocket, 
createServerTcpSocket, acceptClient), close (closeSocket), and interact with sockets (send, receive). 
These messages are consumed by the portal configuration, which then handles the socket communication. For each of the 
aforementioned messages there exists a callback message, e.g., sent and received. These callback messages are emitted 
into the configuration by the portal.

To handle socket maintenance and communication, D-KLAIM introduces a communicator object that is part of each KLAIM 
net, i.e., each Maude instance has one such communicator in the net it contains. Upon creation, the communicator object 
opens a server socket for a specific IP address and port and maintains a list of sockets open to other Maude instances. In 
D-KLAIM, we create a communicator together with the portal using the startCommunicator operator, which takes an
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IP address, a port, and optional communicator attributes as arguments:

op startCommunicator : String Nat AttributeSet -> Object .
eq [startCommunicator] : startCommunicator(IP, PORT, ATTS) =
(communicator(IP : PORT) ::
openSockets : emptyAddressList, ATTS)

|| createServerTcpSocket(socketManager,
communicator(IP : PORT), PORT, 5)

|| portal(IP, PORT)
[print "Communicator for instance " IP ":" PORT " started."] .

where the socket portal is instantiated by the portal operator

op portal : String Nat -> Configuration .
eq [portal] : portal(IP, PORT) = <> .

Once a server socket is created (createdSocket callback message), the communicator starts accepting client connec-
tions:

rl [createdSocket-incoming] :
(communicator(IP : PORT) :: openSockets : AL, ATTS)
|| createdSocket(communicator(IP : PORT),
socketManager, LISTENER)

=>
(communicator(IP : PORT) :: openSockets : AL, ATTS)
|| acceptClient(LISTENER, communicator(IP : PORT)) .

If a node sends a message that addresses another node that is not in its KLAIM net, i.e., a node with a different IP or 
port, the communicator consumes this message and sends it to the Maude instance it is addressed to. In D-KLAIM, we use 
the operator otherInstance to check if the message needs to be transferred via a socket:

op otherInstance : String Nat String Nat -> Bool [memo] .
ceq otherInstance(IP1, PORT1, IP2, PORT2) = false
if IP1 == IP2 /\ PORT1 == PORT2 .
eq otherInstance(IP1, PORT1, IP2, PORT2) = true [owise] .

For each outgoing socket connection of a Maude instance, D-KLAIM maintains a socket object in the net at that instance. 
If a message is sent to a Maude instance where a socket connection already exists, the message is queued in this socket 
object; otherwise, a socket connection and the socket object are created:

crl [socket-queue] :
(IP : PORT :: waiting : ML) || msg(IP : PORT # ID, MC)

=>
(IP : PORT :: waiting : (msg(IP : PORT # ID, MC), ML))

if ML =/= emptyMsgList .

crl [createSocket-notopen] :
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) :: openSockets : AL, ATTS)
|| msg(IP2 : PORT2 # ID, MC)

=>
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) ::
openSockets : ((IP2 : PORT2) // AL), ATTS)

|| (IP2 : PORT2 :: waiting : msg(IP2 : PORT2 # ID, MC))
|| createClientTcpSocket(socketManager, IP2 : PORT2,
IP2, PORT2)

if not(contains(IP2 : PORT2, AL))
/\ otherPhysicalNode(IP1, PORT1, IP2, PORT2) .

When a socket connection is established, the first message of the waiting queue is sent:

rl [createdSocket-outgoing] :
(IP : PORT :: waiting : (M, ML))
|| createdSocket(IP : PORT, socketManager, SOCKET)

=>
(IP : PORT :: waiting : ML, current : M)
|| send(SOCKET, IP : PORT, msg2string(M) + "$#") .
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The messages to be sent from and received by a socket only accept and emit strings. To support communication through 
sockets, D-KLAIM adds methods to convert MP-KLAIM messages to strings which can be sent through sockets (serialization) 
and to convert strings back to MP-KLAIM messages (deserialization). A Maude term is serialized by a method msg2string, 
deserialization by a string2msg method (for a full description see [31,54]).

Upon receiving a sent callback message, a socket object continuously sends the next message of its queue until the 
queue is empty:

rl [sent-send-next] :
(IP : PORT :: waiting : (M1, ML), current : M2)
|| sent(IP : PORT, SOCKET)

=>
(IP : PORT :: waiting : ML, current : M1)
|| send(SOCKET, IP : PORT, msg2string(M1) + "$#") .

crl [send-last] :
(IP : PORT :: waiting : emptyMsgList, current : M)
|| sent(IP : PORT, SOCKET)

=>
(IP : PORT :: waiting : emptyMsgList, current : terminal)
|| send(SOCKET, IP : PORT, "$%")

if M =/= terminal .

When a socket object has sent the last message of its queue, it closes the socket connection. After a socket is closed, the 
socket object is removed from the net and the communicator removes the socket from its list of open sockets:

rl [sent-last] :
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) :: openSockets : AL, ATTS)
|| (IP2 : PORT2 :: waiting : emptyMsgList, current : terminal)
|| sent(IP2 : PORT2, SOCKET)

=>
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) :: openSockets : AL, ATTS)
|| (IP2 : PORT2 :: waiting : emptyMsgList) .

rl [closed-socket] :
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) :: openSockets : AL, ATTS)
|| (IP2 : PORT2 :: waiting : emptyMsgList)
|| closedSocket(IP2 : PORT2, SOCKET, S)

=>
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) ::
openSockets : remove(IP2 : PORT2, AL), ATTS) .

TCP sockets do not preserve message boundaries. This forces us to handle cases in which only parts of the message 
strings sent are received by the receiving net. We thus rely on a buffered communication mechanism similar to the one 
introduced for Mobile Maude [30]. Our mechanism adds buffer objects for the client sockets to the receiving configuration. 
These buffers maintain an internal string to which incoming strings are appended:

crl [received-message] :
(buffer(CLIENT) :: buffer : S)
|| received(communicator(IP : PORT), CLIENT, DATA)

=>
(buffer(CLIENT) :: buffer : (S + DATA))
|| receive(CLIENT, communicator(IP : PORT))

if find(DATA, "$%", 0) == notFound .

A buffer only emits a MP-KLAIM message to the net after a terminal symbol has been received ("$%" in the case of 
D-KLAIM):

crl [received-terminal] :
(buffer(CLIENT) :: buffer : S)
|| received(communicator(IP : PORT), CLIENT, DATA)

=>
(buffer(CLIENT) :: buffer : (S + substr(DATA, 0, N)))
|| closeSocket(CLIENT, communicator(IP : PORT))

if find(DATA, "$%", 0) =/= notFound
/\ N := find(DATA, "$%", 0) .
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Fig. 8. Overview of the Fibonacci service of our running example specified in D-KLAIM.

Example 3 (Fibonacci service in D-KLAIM). In the D-KLAIM-based specification of the Fibonacci service from the first aspect of 
our running example (cf., Example 1), each participating entity, the developer, the consumer, and the server, are modeled as 
D-KLAIM nets and are executed on distributed machines. Initially, each net contains a KLAIM node, a communicator object, 
and a portal. Fig. 8 provides an overview of the Fibonacci service architecture. The behavior of the consumer, server, and 
developer nodes are specified as KLAIM processes.

In contrast to M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM, the D-KLAIM specification of the example mainly adds the startCommuni-
cator operators to the initial states of the consumer, server, and developer and defines the site names as a combination 
of IP address and port. E.g., the initial state of the server (Fibonacci service) is defined as

startCommunicator("192.168.123.50", 8000, none)
|| ("192.168.123.50" : 8000 # ’0 {0} ::
{["192.168.123.50" : 8000 # ’0 / self]

*["192.168.0.1" : 8000 # ’0 / ’c]}
in(0)@self.out(0)@’c
.’FibRec <>)

The D-KLAIM-based specification can be executed on distributed machines using three Maude instances and the erew
command. The example of the Fibonacci service shows that a message-passing-based system can easily be specified at a 
high level in D-KLAIM. Furthermore, the specification can be executed in a distributed environment. In addition to being 
amenable to formal analysis, which we will shown in the following, this example shows that D-KLAIM and the Maude 
system can also be used as a rapid prototyping environment for message-passing-based architectures.

5.4. D-KLAIM socket abstractions

Maude’s built-in socket capabilities do not directly allow distributed specifications to be model checked. For this reason, 
we developed two socket abstractions—a complete and a simple abstraction—that capture the behavior of Maude’s socket 
capabilities inside rewriting logic specifications that simulate the behavior of sockets. Using these socket abstractions, the 
whole distributed state of a D-KLAIM specification can be represented by a single Maude term. D-KLAIM specifications, 
together with our socket abstractions, can then be model checked.

5.4.1. The complete socket abstraction
D-KLAIM nodes are part of a net which is again located in a Maude instance on a physical machine. Nodes that are part 

of the same net communicate with MP-KLAIM semantics, whereas nodes in different Maude instances communicate via 
Maude’s built-in socket capabilities. The socket abstraction simulates the behavior of sockets by redefining the portal object 
and combines the nets of the various Maude instances in a single soup, which we refer to as a network configuration.

Example 4 (D-KLAIM nets in a single network configuration). Let a D-KLAIM specification consist of N Maude instances. Each of 
the N instances contains a KLAIM net with several nodes, a portal, and a communicator object. To combine the nets, each 
net is wrapped in a network configuration using the [_] : Configuration -> NetworkConfiguration operator. 
The network configurations are then unioned together by the _||_ operator.3 Fig. 9 gives an overview of the combined 
network configuration for the N D-KLAIM nets. nil is the identity element of sort NetworkConfiguration.

3 This overloads the operator that concatenates KLAIM nets.
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Fig. 9. A network configuration of the D-KLAIM socket abstraction.

The major difference when using the socket abstraction is that the nets in a network configuration contain an abstract 
portal instead of a socket portal. An abstract portal is created by redefining the portal operator of the D-KLAIM specification. 
The syntax of the abstract portal resembles the syntax of the socket portal in the predefined CONFIGURATION module. It 
adds a set of attributes which include the IP address and port of the physical location. The object identifier of the abstract 
portal is the socketManager object identifier, which is defined in Maude’s SOCKET module. The external object with that 
identifier that usually handles the creation of sockets is thereby replaced by an internal object in the socket abstraction, 
where sockets are modeled as internal objects that are part of the network configuration. In this way, the network configu-
ration is not only a soup of KLAIM nets, but also explicitly contains socket objects. These socket objects are named by identi-
fiers which are constructed by the identifiers of the socket’s endpoints. The socket abstraction assumes that only one socket 
between two endpoints exists. Hence the socket identifier is unique. Socket objects store the content that is sent through the 
socket, i.e., the content that is just being transferred, keep track of the server and client endpoints and the object that cre-
ated the socket. Socket objects are of the form [socket(ID):: state : STATE, content : CONTENT, ATTS].

As of Maude version 2.6, external rewrites (erewrite or erew) happen only if no internal rewrites are possible. This 
might, however, change in future versions of Maude. To reflect the current behavior in the specification of the socket ab-
straction, we define the operator noInternalTransitions : NetworkConfiguration -> Bool, which checks if 
rewrites internal to one of the configurations in a network configuration are possible. For each configuration in the net-
work configuration, the operator calls the operator metaSearch that takes the meta-representation of the D-KLAIM socket 
communication semantics module and the meta-representation of the configuration term as arguments. The additional pa-
rameters define the search pattern. In our example, metaSearch determines if the configuration can be rewritten to 
another configuration in at least one rewriting step:

eq noInternalTransitions(nil) = true .
eq noInternalTransitions([C] || NC) =
if metaSearch(upModule(’D-KLAIM-COMMUNICATION, false),
upTerm(C), ’R:Configuration, nil, ’+, 1, 0) == failure

then noInternalTransitions(NC)
else false fi .

For reasons of brevity, we omit showing the whole specification of the socket abstraction here and refer to our Maude-
based KLAIM specification: http :/ /www4 .in .tum .de /~eckharjo /D-KLAIM .zip.

The send rule illustrates how the complete socket abstraction works. If data is sent to a socket and the socket is in the 
receiving state, it consumes the message and appends the data to its internal content:

crl [send] :
[C || send(socket(ID), O, DATA)]
|| [socket(ID) :: state : receiving, content : CONTENT, ATTS]

=>
[C || sent(O, socket(ID))]
|| [socket(ID) :: state : receiving, content : (CONTENT + DATA), ATTS]

if noInternalTransitions([C]) .

5.4.2. The simple socket abstraction
Socket communication in D-KLAIM extends MP-KLAIM by adding serialization and deserialization of Maude terms, 

buffered sockets, and objects to handle the socket communication. The complete socket abstraction introduced in the pre-
vious section does specify these steps. With the simple socket abstraction, called DSSA-KLAIM, we abstract away these steps 
that put one message from a KLAIM net into another.

Like the complete socket abstraction, we represent the KLAIM nets of several Maude instances in a single network config-
uration, but change the semantics of the communicator and the portal. The communicator in the simple socket abstraction 
now no longer explicitly opens a socket to another Maude instance but rather wraps a message addressed to another 
instance in a transfer message (transfer-send(_): Msg -> Msg):

crl [transfer-send] :
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) :: ATTS)
|| msg(IP2 : PORT2 # ID, MSG)

http://www4.in.tum.de/~eckharjo/D-KLAIM.zip
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=>
(communicator(IP1 : PORT) :: ATTS)
|| transfer-send(msg(IP2 : PORT2 # ID, MSG))

if otherPhysicalNode(IP1, PORT1, IP2, PORT2) .

The portal of the simple abstraction consumes such a message and, together with the receiving portal, “transfers” the 
message:

rl [portal-transfer] :
[ < portal :: ip : IP1, port : PORT1 >
|| transfer-send(msg(IP2 : PORT2 # ID, MSG)) || N1 ]

|| [ < portal :: ip : IP2, port : PORT2 > || N2 ]
=>
[ < portal :: ip : IP1, port : PORT1 > || N1 ]
|| [ < portal :: ip : IP2, port : PORT2 >
|| transfer-receive(msg(IP2 : PORT2 # ID, MSG)) || N2 ] .

If a transfer message is received, the communicator in the receiving net unwraps the message that is encapsulated in a 
received transfer message:

rl [transfer-receive] :
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) :: ATTS)
|| transfer-receive(msg(IP1 : PORT1 # ID, MSG))

=>
(communicator(IP1 : PORT1) :: ATTS)
|| msg(IP1 : PORT1 # ID, MSG) .

A message that is transferred via a socket in D-KLAIM is, in the simple socket abstraction, in a transferal state that is 
represented by the transfer-send and transfer-receive message wrappers. The simple socket abstraction substan-
tially reduces the state space for model checking as it abstracts away from serialization and deserialization, buffered sockets, 
and socket maintenance.

Note that the rules shown for the simple socket abstraction do not check if internal transitions are possible. Even though 
this restriction could be added to the rules, we leave it out as we consider the case of interleaved external and internal 
communication in the following section that formally defines the relation between our Maude-based specifications.

6. Correctness and refinement of *-KLAIM

In this section we discuss the semantic relationships between the different KLAIM specifications. We show that M-KLAIM 
correctly implements KLAIM, and that the same holds for D-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM. For the correctness proof of M-KLAIM 
we show that there is a stuttering bisimulation between KLAIM and M-KLAIM. Moreover, we show the correctness of 
MP-KLAIM and D-KLAIM by providing stuttering bisimulations between M-KLAIM, (weak) fair MP-KLAIM and (the simple 
socket abstraction) weak fair DSSA-KLAIM.

6.1. Stuttering bisimulation between KLAIM and M-KLAIM

M-KLAIM is designed to be as close as possible to KLAIM. With few exceptions, all KLAIM constructs are directly rep-
resented by corresponding Maude operations and constants. As in KLAIM, the constructors | and ‖ are associative and 
commutative and form monoids (together with their neutral elements, nil and nnil). The rewrite rules for the actions are 
very similar to the action reduction rules. The exceptions are the binding of sites and recursion. In M-KLAIM we do not have 
the ν-binder; recursion is modeled by a rewrite rule and not by an equational axiom. The rewrite rule [process-invocation]
corresponds to the application of the equation (Rec) from left to right. The other direction of (Rec) is not represented in 
M-KLAIM.

Instead of, using ν-binders we construct site-disjoint nets of the form

(#)
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}SP0

) ‖ . . . ‖ (
sm{cm} :: {ρm}SPm

)

where for j = 0, . . . , m, s j are pairwise different sites ∈ S0 ∪ G , ρ j are allocation environments, SP j are processes and c j are 
natural numbers which count the number of children of s j . In this way, c j guarantees the creation of a fresh site when a 
[newloc] action is executed by site s j . We ensure this property by constructing forests of sites. As usual, a forest is a finite 
directed acyclic graph where the nodes are related by the so-called child-of relation.

Definition 16 (Forest specification). A set of pairs {〈s0, c0〉, . . . , 〈sm, cm〉} ⊂ Loc × N of sites and natural numbers is called a 
forest specification if {s0, . . . , sm} forms a forest of sites, for each j, c j indicates the number of children of s j , and all c j
children of s j are among {s0, . . . , s j−1, s j+1, . . . , sm}.
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In the following we assume that all roots of a forest are basic sites ∈ S0 and that children are always generated sites ∈ G . 
Thus a forest without any children has the form {〈s0, 0〉, . . . , 〈sm, 0〉} with s0, . . . , sm basic sites in S0. For extending the 
forest

{〈s0, c0〉, . . . , 〈s j−1, c j−1〉, 〈s j, c j〉, 〈s j+1, c j+1〉, . . . , 〈sm, cm〉}

at node s j we use a function g such that g(s j, c j) constructs the (c j + 1)-th child of s j . The site g(s j, c j) is a fresh site and 
the resulting forest contains the additional pair 〈g(s j, c j), 0〉 and has the form

{〈s0, c0〉, . . . , 〈s j−1, c j−1〉, 〈s j, c j + 1〉, 〈s j+1, c j+1〉, . . . , 〈sm, cm〉, 〈g(s j, c j),0
〉}

.

Technically, the function g is defined by (for any j ∈ {0, . . . , m})

g(s j, c j)
def= site (qid(string(s j)+ "." + string(c j, 10)))

and generates a new site disjoint from all elements of {s0, . . . sm}.4 We define the set G of all generated sites inductively by 
G def= ⋃

i≥0 Gi where G0
def= g(S0, N) and Gi+1

def= g(Gi, N).

Fact 2. Let FSpec = {〈s0, c0〉, . . . , 〈sm, cm〉} be a forest specification such that for each j, all c j children of s j are of the form g(s j, k)

with k = 0, . . . , c j − 1 and g defined as above. Then for any j = 1, . . . , m, the set of pairs
{〈s0, c0〉, . . . , 〈s j−1, c j−1〉, 〈s j, c j + 1〉, 〈s j+1, c j+1〉, . . . , 〈sm, cm〉, 〈g(s j, c j),0

〉}

is a forest specification which extends FSpec by the (c j + 1)-th child of s j .
M-KLAIM does not contain any binder; moreover, an M-KLAIM term M of form (#) of kind [Net] is of sort Net and called well-formed 

if it is site-disjoint, forms a forest specification, and ρ j(self ) = s j holds for all j ∈ 0, . . . ,m. Thus well-formed M-KLAIM terms of sort 
Net are binding-free and site-disjoint.

The signature ΣM-K , the monoid axioms E M-K and the rewrite rules RM-K of M-KLAIM define an initial algebra TM-K
def=

TΣM-K /EM-K and a one-step RM-K -rewriting relation ⇒1 on TM-K ,Net . In the following we often write ≡M for the structural 
equivalence induced by E M-K . This defines a transition system

KM = (
TM-K ,Net, (⇒1)

•).
In the following we will relate M-KLAIM with KLAIM by showing that there is a stuttering bisimulation between the 

M-KLAIM transition system and the structured congruence transition system of KLAIM. First we define a translation function 
m2k : TM-K → KLAIM-Net/ ≡ from the initial model of M-KLAIM into the structured congruence model of KLAIM. m2k is 
defined in a homomorphic way; in particular, for the kind Net it is a homomorphism which “forgets” the counter. More 
formally, m2k is defined as follows (for each ground site s, locality l, natural number c, allocation environment ρ, ρ1, ρ2, 
net N1, N2, process P , P1, P2, evaluated tuple et, tuple t, t1, t2, and syntactic process Q ):

m2k(s) = s for s ∈ Loc; i.e. m2k is the identity on localities.

m2k(nil) = 0

m2k
(
s{c} :: {ρ}P

) = s ::m2k(ρ) m2k∅(P )

m2k(N1 ‖ N2) = m2k(N1) ‖ m2k(N2)

m2kH
(〈et〉) = 〈et〉

m2kH (nnil) = nil

m2kH
(
newloc(lvn).P

) = new(lvn).m2kH (P )

m2kH
(
out(t)@l.P

) = out
(
m2k(t)

)
@l.m2kH (P )

m2kH (P1 | P2) = m2kH (P1) | m2kH (P2)

m2kH (X <>) = rec X .m2kH∪X (Q ) if X /∈ H

where X()
def= Q is the context of X <>

m2kH (X <>) = X if X ∈ H

where X()
def= Q is the context of X <>

4 In the following we omit the constructor site and write s instead of site s.
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m2k
({}) = empty

m2k
([s/l]) = [s/l]

m2k(ρ1 ∗ ρ2) = m2k(ρ1),m2k(ρ2)

m2k(t1, t2) = m2k(t1),m2k(t2)

m2k
(
T [[t]]ρ

) = E
[[

m2k(t)
]]

m2k(ρ)

The definitions for the in action and the other operations analogous.
As an example, consider the Fibonacci M-KLAIM net FibM1 which is the same as FibM but with sites si instead of just ′i, 

for i = 1, 2, 3. Then the translation to KLAIM yields the Fibonacci net Fib: m2k(FibM1) = Fib.
For the translation of KLAIM to M-KLAIM we first consider a restricted subclass of KLAIM nets. Let KLAIM0 be the 

subclass of those well-formed binding-free KLAIM nets which are site-disjoint and have all sites in S0. KLAIM0 is closed 
under structural equivalence ≡. Any such net can be directly translated to an M-KLAIM net that forms a forest without 
children. The function

k2m : KLAIM0/ ≡−→ TΣM-K /EM-K

is inductively defined as follows:

k2m(s) = s for s ∈ Loc

k2m(s ::ρ P ) = s{0} :: {k2m(ρ)
}

k2m(P )

k2m(0) = nil

k2m
(
new

(
s′).P

) = newloc
(
s′).k2m(P )

k2m
(
out(t)@l.P

) = out
(
k2m(t)

)
@l.k2m(P )

k2m(rec X .Q ) = X1 <> with context X1() = def k2m
(

Q [X1/X])

where X1 is a fresh process variable

k2m(N1 ‖ N2) = k2m(N1) ‖ k2m(N2)

k2m(nil) = nnil

k2m(P1 | P2) = k2m(P1) | k2m(P2)

The definitions of in, the operations for allocation environments and tuples are analogous. Then, the well-definedness 
of m2k and k2m follows from the monoid properties of KLAIM and M-KLAIM and the fact that the sites of k2m(K ) form a 
forest without children. Moreover, m2k is an inverse of k2m for KLAIM0 nets.

Fact 3.

• m2k and k2m are well-defined.
• m2k(k2m(K )) ≡ K holds for any well-formed KLAIM0 net K .

For example, the Fibonacci net Fib is a KLAIM0 net and satisfies m2k(k2m(Fib)) = Fib.
The idea for the stuttering bisimulation is as follows: for relating an M-KLAIM net M with a KLAIM net K and vice 

versa, we transform K into prefix normal form and check whether the binder-free part K0 of K is all-equivalent to the 
m2k-translation of M . Here all-equivalent means that the result of several left-to-right applications of (Rec) to K0 is struc-
turally equivalent to m2k(M).

The relation between M-KLAIM and KLAIM is defined as follows:

Definition 17 (M-KLAIM/KLAIM stuttering bisimulation relation). The relation ∼⊂ KLAIM-Net/ ≡ ×TM-K ,Net is defined by K ∼ M
if there exists a binding-free K0 such that

K ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K0 and K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M)

For example, the Fibonacci nets are related by ∼: FibM ∼ FibM.
Since M is well-formed, all sites are pairwise disjoint; thus m2k(M) is also site-disjoint and has the form

s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k(P0) ‖ . . . ‖ sm ::m2k(ρm) m2k(Pm)
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Fact 4. If M = s0{c0} ::ρ0 P0 ‖ . . . ‖ sm{cm} ::ρm Pm with P j = P j,1 | . . . | P j,n j for j = 0, . . . , m, then

m2k(M) = s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(P0,1) | . . . | m2k∅(P0,n0) ‖ . . . ‖
sm ::m2k(ρm) m2k∅(Pm,1) | . . . | m2k∅(Pm,nm )

The proof follows directly from the definition of m2k.

Using k2m we can translate any KLAIM-net into an M-KLAIM net which forms a forest without children:

Fact 5. For any well-formed KLAIM net K there is a KLAIM0 net K0 such that K ≡ (νs′
1) . . . (νs′

n)K0 and K ∼ k2m(K0) for some 
s′

1 . . . s′
n ∈ S0 .

Proof. According to Fact 1, K has a prefix normal form (νs′
1) . . . (νs′

n)K0 with K0 binding-free. Because of α-conversion, all 
s′

1 . . . s′
n can be chosen to be fresh elements of S0; since S = S0 ∪ G (see Section 4.3) also the free sites of K are elements 

of S0. Thus, K0 is an element of KLAIM0 and Fact 3 implies that m2k(k2m(K0)) ≡ K0 holds. Thus according to the definition 
of stuttering bisimulation we have K ∼ k2m(K0). �

The following proposition shows that any two KLAIM and M-KLAIM nets which are ∼-related can perform the same 
actions; in the case of a fold action Rec← of KLAIM the corresponding M-KLAIM net performs a stuttering step.

Proposition 5.

1. For all M, M1 ∈ TM-K ,Net and all K ∈ KLAIM-Net/ ≡, if M ∼ K and M ⇒1 M1 then there exists a K1 ∈ KLAIM-Net/ ≡ such that 
K �−→ K1 and M1 ∼ K1 .

2. For all M ∈ TM-K ,Net and all K, K1 ∈ KLAIM-Net/ ≡, if M ∼ K and K �−→ K1 then there exists a M1 ∈ TM-K ,Net such that M ⇒∗
1 M1

and M1 ∼ K1 .

Proof. See Appendix A. �
Theorem 4. The transition systems K≡ = (KLAIM-Net/ ≡, �−→≡) of KLAIM with structural congruence and KM = (TM-K ,Net, (⇒1)

•)
of M-KLAIM are stuttering bisimilar w.r.t. the relation ∼.

Proof. Stuttering simulation of KLAIM by M-KLAIM. Let π be a path of well-formed KLAIM nets. We construct inductively a 
stuttering bisimilar path ψ of well-formed M-KLAIM nets. In the base case, Fact 5 implies that π(0) is structurally equivalent 
to a net of form (νs′

1) . . . (νs′
n)K0 such that K ∼ k2m(K0) holds (for some K0 ∈ KLAIM0 and s′

1 . . . s′
n ∈ S0). Thus we can choose 

ψ(0) = k2m(K0). The inductive case follows from Proposition 5(2).
Stuttering simulation of M-KLAIM by KLAIM. Let ψ be a path of well-formed M-KLAIM nets. We construct inductively a 

stuttering bisimilar path π of well-formed KLAIM nets. Base case: Let ψ(0) be a well-formed M-KLAIM term of form

s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P0 ‖ . . . ‖ sm{cm} :: {ρm}Pm

Then {〈s0, c0〉, . . . , 〈sm, cm〉} is a forest specification. Let { j1, . . . , jk} be the subset of {0, . . . , m} such that c ji > 0 for all 
i = 1, . . . , k. We define π(0) = (νs j1 ) . . . (νs jk )m2k(ψ(0)). By Definition 17, we have π(0) ∼ ψ(0). The inductive case follows 
from Proposition 5(1). �

As described in the preliminaries on the temporal properties of rewrite theories, by defining atomic propositions one 
can associate a Kripke structure to any rewrite theory. Here we use this construction for a simple extension of the 
M-KLAIM transition system KM to a Kripke structure: we add the theory of Boolean values, a sort Prop, an operator 
_ |� _ : Net Prop −→ Bool, and constants p :→ Prop as atomic propositions. As set of atomic propositions we choose APKLAIM . 
The set AP0 is contained in APKLAIM . Examples are the propositions “contains at least three sites” and “sc contains tu-
ple 〈1〉”. Other examples are “consumer1 in critical section” and “consumer1 is requesting” (see Section 7.1). The labeling 
function LKM : TM-K ,Net → P(APKLAIM) is defined by LKM ([M]M-KLAIM) def= LK≡ ([N]≡) for any M ∈ TΣM-K ,Net, N ∈ KLAIM-Net
with [N] ∼ [M].

Fact 6. LKM is well-defined.

Proof. We show that LK≡ ([N]≡) = LK≡([N ′]≡) for any N, N ′ ∈ KLAIM-Net with [N] ∼ [M] and [N ′] ∼ [M].
[N] ∼ [M] implies (for appropriate s′

1 . . . s′
n, N0) N ≡ (νs′

1) . . . (νs′
n)N0 with N0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M). [N ′] ∼ [M] implies (for 
appropriate s′′

1 . . . s′′
m, N ′

0) N′ ≡ (νs′′
1) . . . (νs′′

m)N ′
0 with N ′

0 ≡∗
Rec→ m2k(M). Thus for the binding free parts N0 of N and N ′

0 of 
N ′ we have N0 ≡all N ′ ; by Proposition 4 LK≡ is invariant for ≡all-equivalent terms. Thus LKM is well-defined. �
0
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Then we define the Kripke structure of M-KLAIM by

KSKLAIMM = (
TM-K ,Net,⇒•

1, LKM

)

Proposition 6. The Kripke structures KSKLAIM≡ and KSKLAIMM are stuttering APKLAIM-bisimilar w.r.t. to ∼.

Proof. By Theorem 4, the underlying transition systems are stuttering bisimilar. Moreover, by the definition of the labeling 
function

[N]≡ ∼ [M]M-KLAIM

implies the required property

LKM

([M]M-KLAIM
) = LK≡

([N]≡
)
. �

Therefore, KLAIM and M-KLAIM satisfy the same CTL∗ \ X(APKLAIM) formulas:

Corollary 5. For any ϕ ∈ CTL∗ \ X(APKLAIM) and N ∈ TΣM-K ,Net , M ∈ KLAIM-Net with [M] ∼ [N] we have

KSKLAIM≡ , [M] |� ϕ iff KSKLAIMM , [N] |� ϕ.

As examples consider the correctness properties AF〈fib 0 . . . fib n〉@s1 of the Fibonacci service. The formulas AF〈fib 0 . . . fib n〉@s1
hold for the Fibonacci net Fib (in KLAIM) iff they hold for FibM (in M-KLAIM).

6.2. Stuttering bisimulation between M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM

MP-KLAIM allows the representation of messages in transit and introduces in this way an additional degree of asyn-
chrony. It is possible to show that there is a stuttering bisimulation ∼MP between M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM; but this relation 
is restricted to site-closed nets and leads to non-standard interpretations of the atomic predicates as we will see later. More-
over, we will require weak fairness assumptions in order to guarantee the delivery of the messages in transit.

MP-KLAIM extends M-KLAIM configurations of sort Net by messages. Any MP-KLAIM configuration has the form N ‖ msgs
where msgs is a multiset of messages and N a multiset of nodes. Such a configuration is well-formed if N is site-disjoint, 
forms a forest specification, and the locality self always denotes its own site. Any net of M-KLAIM is also a net of 
MP-KLAIM; for example, the Fibonacci service has exactly the same specification as in M-KLAIM.

To understand the issue with site-closedness, consider an out-action from a node s to a different node, say s1. Then in 
M-KLAIM this action is only possible if s1 exists in the net, whereas in MP-KLAIM the [out-remote] rule produces a message 
to s1 also in case the node s1 does not exist in the current net. Thus for such a non-site-closed net M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM 
cannot be bisimilar: M-KLAIM is in a deadlock situation whereas MP-KLAIM can perform an action.

Site-closedness is preserved in M-KLAIM and in MP-KLAIM:

Fact 7. The structural equivalences ≡M and ≡MP and all operational rules of M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM preserve site-closedness.

To define a stuttering bisimulation for site-closed nets we classify the “remote” rules of MP-KLAIM into stuttering actions 
which transmit only information and do not change the corresponding “abstract state” of M-KLAIM, and those actions 
which perform a state change corresponding to the one in M-KLAIM. In particular, we consider the rule [newloc], the two 
self-rules and the remote rules [out-remote-produce] and [in-remote-response] as state changing actions, whereas the rules 
[out-remote-consume], [in-remote-request] and [in-remote-consume] are considered to be stuttering.

This choice is motivated by the fact that in the post-state of [out-remote-produce] the sending node is enabled to ex-
ecute its next action and thus cannot be related to its pre-state; in the post-state of [in-remote-response] the node has 
changed state by consuming the requested tuple. [out-remote-consume] and [in-remote-consume] are considered stuttering, 
since at any moment the receiving node can add the tuple of the message to its state; the post-state of an applica-
tion of [out-remote-consume] will be related with the post-state of [out-remote] and similarly for [in-remote-consume]. 
[in-remote-request] is stuttering since it blocks the process of the sender.

As an example, consider the following MP-KLAIM (and also M-KLAIM) net:

N = s1{0} :: {s1/self }〈1〉 ‖
s2{0} :: {s2/self } ∗ {s1/s}in(t)@s.out(t)@self .nil
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Then the following net N0 reduces to N by one [out-remote-consume] stuttering step:

s1{0} :: {s1/self }nil ‖
s2{0} :: {s2/self } ∗ {s1/s}in(t)@s.out(t)@self .nil ‖

msg
(
s1, remote-out(1)

)

By one [in-remote-request] stuttering step, N reduces to the following net:

s1{0} :: {s1/self }〈1〉 ‖
s2{0} :: {s2/self } ∗ {s1/s}blockIn(t, s1).out(t)@self .nil ‖

msg
(
s1, inRequest(s2, t)

)

Applying [in-remote-response] to the latter net yields

s1{0} :: {s1/self }nil ‖
s2{0} :: {s2/self } ∗ {s1/s}blockIn(t, s1).out(t)@self .nil ‖

msg
(
s2, inResponse(s1,1)

)

By one [in-remote-consume] stuttering step, this net reduces to

s1{0} :: {s1/self }nil ‖ s2{0} :: {s2/self } ∗ {s1/s}out(1)@self .nil

If a stuttering rule is enabled in a path of MP-KLAIM, it continues to be enabled until it is executed; otherwise it 
remains enabled forever. Any reliable computing infrastructure of MP-KLAIM should ensure that the stuttering rules are 
always eventually executed. Therefore we require site-closedness and weak fairness of the MP-KLAIM transition system:

The signature ΣMP-K , the axioms EMP-K and the rewrite rules RMP-K of MP-KLAIM define an initial algebra TMP-K
def=

TΣMP-K/EMP-K and a one-step RMP-K -rewriting relation ⇒MP on TMP-K . By ≡MP we denote the equality modulo the equational 
theory EMP-K .

The set

SCMP-K,Net
def= {N ∈ TMP-K,Net | N well-formed and site-closed}

denotes the set of all site-closed elements of TMP-K,Net and J
def= {[out-remote-consume], [in-remote-request],

[in-remote-consume]} denotes the set of stuttering rules of MP-KLAIM. Then

KSC
MP-K

def= (
SCMP-K,Net, (⇒MP)

•)

denotes the (site-closed) transition system of MP-KLAIM and

KSC- J
MP-K

def= (
SCMP-K,Net, (⇒MP)

•, J
)

denotes the weak fair transition system of MP-KLAIM such that any path π in KSC- J
MP-K is weak fair w.r.t. all applications of 

rules in J .
For M-KLAIM, we define the set

SCM,Net
def= {N ∈ TM-K ,Net | N is site-closed}

of all site-closed elements of TM-K ,Net and the transition system

KSC
M-K

def= (
SCM-K ,Net, (⇒1)

•)

of M-KLAIM restricted to site-closed nets. The transition systems KSC
M-K and KSC- J

MP-K are well-defined since site-closedness is 
preserved by the structural equalities and the operational rules of M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM.

For formally defining the stuttering bisimulation relation, we need one additional concept. For a term M of form s{c} ::
{ρ}a(t, l).P | P P ‖ R (for appropriate s, c, r, P , P P , R) we call the term M0 = s{c} :: {ρ}P P ‖ R the environment of the sub-site 
s{c} :: {ρ}a(t, l).P of M; similarly if M = s{c} :: {ρ}P | P P ‖ R ‖ m we call M0 = s{c} :: {ρ}P P ‖ R the environment of the net 
s{c} :: {ρ}P ‖ m.

The stuttering bisimulation relation between MP-KLAIM and M-KLAIM relates each stuttering state of MP-KLAIM with its 
corresponding state of M-KLAIM; it is defined as follows:
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Definition 18 (MP-KLAIM/M-KLAIM stuttering bisimulation relation). The relation ∼MP⊆ TM-K ,Net × TMP-K,Net is defined by 
M ∼MP N if

1. M ≡MP N , or
2. there exist t, l, s0, s1, c0, c1, ρ0, ρ1, et1, et2, P , P P , P P ′, R, R ′ such that ρ0(l) = s1, s0 �= s1, and M0 ∼MP N0 holds for the 

environments M0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ‖ R and N0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ′ ‖ R ′ , and
i. [out-remote-consume]

M ≡M s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P | 〈et〉 ‖ R

N ≡MP s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′ ‖ R ′ ‖ msg
(
s1, remote-out(et)

)
, or

ii. [in-remote-request] for et = T [ [t] ]ρ0

M ≡M s0{c0} :: {ρ0}in(t)@l.P | P P ‖ R

N ≡MP s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et, s1).P | P P ′ ‖ R ′ ‖
msg

(
s1, inRequest(s0, et)

)
, or

iii. [in-remote-consume]

M ≡M s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P [et2/et] | P P ‖ R

N ≡MP s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et, s1).P | P P ′ ‖ R ′ ‖
msg

(
s0, inResponse(s1, et2)

)
.

The following function counts the number of occurrences in a net N where a stuttering rule can be applied:

Definition 19 (Stuttering enabled). The function stuttEnabled : TMP-K → N is inductively defined as follows:

• stuttEnabled([s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ‖ R ‖ msg(s1, remote-out(et))]) = 1 + stuttEnabled([s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P | 〈et〉 ‖ R]);
• stuttEnabled([s0{c0} :: {ρ0}in(t)@l.P | P P ‖ R]) = 1 + stuttEnabled([s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et, s1).P | P P ‖ R ‖

msg(s1, inRequest(s0, et))]);
• stuttEnabled([s0{c0} ::{ρ0}blockIn(et, s1).P | P P ‖ R ‖ msg(s0, inResponse(s1, et2))]) = 1 +stuttEnabled([s0{c0} ::{ρ0}P [et2/et]

| P P ‖ R]);
• stuttEnabled([N]) = 0, otherwise.

For example, the aforementioned net N0 allows two stuttering steps, i.e., stuttEnabled(N0) = 2, whereas net N allows 
only one stuttering step, i.e., stuttEnabled(N) = 1.

The following proposition shows that any path of M-KLAIM can be stuttering simulated by a weak fair path of MP-KLAIM; 
on the other hand any path of MP-KLAIM (and thus also any weak fair path of MP-KLAIM) can be stuttering simulated by a 
path of M-KLAIM.

Proposition 7 (M-KLAIM ∼ MP-KLAIM).

1. KSC- J
MP-K is a stuttering simulation of KSC

M-K w.r.t. ∼MP.

2. KSC
M-K is a stuttering simulation of KSC

MP w.r.t. ∼−1
MP.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
Theorem 5. The site-closed transition systems KSC- J

MP-K and KSC
M-K are stuttering bisimilar w.r.t. ∼MP.

The Proof follows directly from Proposition 7 (M-KLAIM ∼ MP-KLAIM). Remark: Proposition 7 implies also a stronger 
result, that all three transition systems K SC

MP-K of MP-KLAIM, K SC- J
MP-K and K SC

M-K are stuttering bisimilar. However, the example 
below indicates that weak fairness is needed for the correctness of *-KLAIM programs. Thus in the following we concentrate 
on the properties of weak fair MP-KLAIM.

One can associate a Kripke structure to MP-KLAIM in a similar way as to M-KLAIM. We extend the weak fair MP-KLAIM 
transition system KSC- J

MP-K to a Kripke structure by adding the theory of Boolean values, a sort Prop, an operator _ |� _ :
Net Prop −→ Bool, and constants p :→ Prop as atomic propositions.

We choose APMP
def= {p∼ | p ∈ APKLAIM} as the set of atomic propositions such that for any p ∈ APKLAIM, M ∈ SCM-K ,Net, N ∈

SCMP-K,Net with M ∼ N , p∼ holds in N iff p holds in M .
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For example, consider the M-KLAIM (as well as MP-KLAIM) net

M = s1{0} :: {[s1/self ]}〈1〉 ‖ s2{0} :: {[s2/self ]}nil

and the stuttering bisimilar MP-KLAIM net

N = s1{0} :: {[s1/self ]}nil ‖ s2{0} :: {[s2/self ]}nil ‖ msg
(
s1, remote-out(1)

)
.

The propositions count ≥ 2 (“contains at least two sites”) and 〈1〉@s1 (“s1 contains tuple 〈1〉”) hold in M . The corre-
sponding propositions (count ≥ 2)∼ and (〈1〉@s1)

∼ hold in N (as well as in M). Thus the proposition p∼
0 = (〈1〉@s1)

∼ has 
a non-standard interpretation as it holds in N whereas the original proposition p0 = 〈1〉@s1 does not hold in N . How-
ever, if we assume weak fairness, N |� A(p∼

0 → Fp0) holds for any MP-KLAIM model N . More generally, consider the 
atomic propositions p of form 〈et1 . . . etn〉@s (for evaluated tuples et1, . . . , etn and site s). Then for any such proposition 
p and any weak fair MP-KLAIM model N , we have (*) KSC- J

MP-K , N |� p → p∼ and by the same weak fairness argument, 
(**) KSC- J

MP-K , N |� A(p∼ → Fp).
Any formula ϕ ∈ CTL∗(APKLAIM) has a corresponding formula ϕ∼ ∈ CTL∗(APMP) which arises from ϕ by replacing each 

occurrence of an atomic proposition p by p∼ .
The labeling function LKMP-K : SCMP-K,Net →P(APMP) is defined by

LKMP-K (N)
def= {

p∼ ∣∣ p ∈ LKSC
M

(M) for some M ∈ SCM,Net with M ∼MP N
}

for any N ∈ SCMP-K,Net .
As before the labeling function LKMP-K is well-defined; the Kripke structure of MP-KLAIM is

KSKLAIMMP = (
SCMP-K,Net, (⇒MP)

•, LKMP-K

)

and the weak fair Kripke substructure of MP-KLAIM is

KS
KLAIM J

MP
= (

SCMP-K,Net, (⇒MP)
•, LKMP-K , J

)

Proposition 8. Modulo renaming the atomic propositions, the Kripke structure KS
KLAIM J

MP
is a stuttering APMP-bisimulation of KSKLAIMM

w.r.t. to ∼MP.

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 5 and the definition of the labeling function. The underlying transition 
system of MP-KLAIM is a stuttering bisimulation of the transition system of M-KLAIM. Moreover, modulo renaming the set 
of atomic propositions LKMP-K (N) is the same as LKM (M) for any M, N with M ∼MP N . �

Therefore, modulo renaming atomic propositions site-closed M-KLAIM and weak fair site-closed MP-KLAIM satisfy the 
same CTL∗ \ X(APKLAIM) formulas and consequently, any LTL \ X(APKLAIM)-formula holds in M-KLAIM if, and only if, subject 
to a fairness condition it holds in MP-KLAIM:

Corollary 6. For any M ∈ SCM-K ,Net , N ∈ SCMP-K,Net with M ∼MP N the following holds:

• For any ϕ ∈ CTL∗ \ X(APKLAIM),

KSKLAIMM , [M] |� ϕ iff KS
KLAIM J

MP
, [N] |� ϕ∼.

• For any Aψ ∈ LTL∗ \ X(APKLAIM),

KSKLAIMM , [M] |� Aψ iff KSKLAIMMP , [N] |� A
(
Fair J → ψ∼)

.

As example consider the formulas AFp with p = 〈0...fib(n)〉@s1 of the correctness property of the Fibonacci service; these 
properties hold for the initial M-KLAIM net FibM = s1{0} :: {ρ1}P1 ‖ s2{0} :: {ρ2}P2 ‖ s3{0} :: {ρ3}P3 iff AFp∼ holds for FibM
in MP-KLAIM. Moreover, if we assume weak fairness, (**) holds and thus AFp∼ implies that AFp holds for FibM in weak 
fair MP-KLAIM. Then Proposition 1 implies that A(Fair J → Fp) holds for FibM in MP-KLAIM. Thus we can conclude that the 
correctness of the Fibonacci service in M-KLAIM implies the correctness of the (weak fair) MP-KLAIM implementation.
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6.3. Stuttering bisimulation between MP-KLAIM and simple D-KLAIM

In the following we will show that the simple D-KLAIM socket abstraction DSSA-KLAIM is a correct realization of 
MP-KLAIM. More precisely, we will show that weak fair MP-KLAIM and weak fair DSSA-KLAIM are stuttering bisimilar.

An MP-KLAIM configuration has the form

(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P0

) ‖ . . . ‖ (
sm{cm} :: {ρm}Pm

) ‖ msgs

consisting of m nodes and a multiset msgs of messages.
D-KLAIM possesses additional means for representing the distributed structure of a system. The constructor [_] is used 

for grouping all nodes of one physical locality to a net; the (overloaded) constructor _ ‖ _ combines the nets of two different 
physical localities; it is associative and commutative and (together with nnil) forms again a monoid. A D-KLAIM configura-
tion partitions the m nodes of the MP-KLAIM net into n different (sub)nets. The messages are residing within the n different 
nets; in particular, any message is either part of the net containing the sending node or of the net containing the receiving 
node. Each net of a D-KLAIM configuration possesses a portal and a communicator. The portal serves as relay to other nets; 
it sends messages to other nets and receives messages from other nets. The communicator handles the socket maintenance 
and cares for wrapping and unwrapping the messages. A D-KLAIM network configuration has the following form:

[〈portal :: s0〉 ‖ (
communicator(s0) :: atts

) ‖
(
s0,0{c0,0} :: {ρ0,0}P0,0

) ‖ . . . ‖ (
s0,k0{c0,k0} :: {ρ0,k0}P0,k0

) ‖ msgs0
]

‖ . . . ‖
[〈portal :: sn〉 ‖ (

communicator(sn) :: atts
) ‖

(
sn,0{cn,0} :: {ρn,0}Pn,0

) ‖ . . . ‖ (
sn,kn {cn,kn } :: {ρn,kn }Pn,kn

) ‖ msgsn

]

As in the previous sections we consider only well-formed terms: a network configuration is well-formed if it satisfies the 
well-formedness conditions of MP-KLAIM nets and the following property: The messages occurring in such a configuration 
are not at arbitrary locations but must either be in the subnet of the physical location of the sender or in the one of the 
receiver. Wrapped messages of the form transfer-send(msg(s, content)) have to be at physical location of the sender and 
the receiver must be at a different location; conversely any message of the form transfer-receive(msg(s, content)) has to 
be at the physical location of the receiver (and the sender must be at a different location). Formally, we require also the 
well-formedness conditions of the previous sections and define:

Definition 20 (Well-formed network configuration). A DSSA-KLAIM network configuration C is called well-formed if it is site-
disjoint, forms a forest specification, self always denotes its own site, and the following syntactic properties of messages 
hold:

a. Each subterm of sort message is of one of the forms msg(s, content), transfer-send(msg(s, content)) or transfer-
receive(msg(s, content)) for appropriate site s and message contents content.

b. If C = [〈portal :: address : s〉 ‖ (communicator(s) :: atts) ‖ msge ‖ R] ‖ Q for appropriate s, atts, R, Q and if msge is of the 
form
a. msg(receiver, content) and content has the form content1(sender) then receiver or sender is an address at the physical 

location of s; otherwise there is no requirement,
b. transfer-send(msg(receiver, content)) then receiver is an address at a location different from the physical location of s

and, if content has the form content1(sender), then sender is an address at the physical location of s,
c. transfer-receive(msg(receiver, content)) then receiver is an address at a location at the physical location of s and, if 

content has the form content1(sender), sender is an address different from the physical location of s.

The signature ΣDSSA-K , the axioms E DSSA-K and the rewrite rules RDSSA-K of DSSA-KLAIM define an initial algebra 

TDSSA-K
def= TΣDSSA-K /E DSSA-K and a one-step RDSSA-K -rewriting relation ⇒DSSA on TDSSA-K .

For relating DSSA-KLAIM with MP-KLAIM we define a function flatten : TDSSA-K → TMP-K which removes the additional 
structure from DSSA-KLAIM terms. For each ground site s, net N, N1, N2, network configuration C1, C2, natural number c, 
allocation environment ρ , process P , message msge, message contents content, flatten is defined as follows:

flatten
([〈portal :: address : s〉 ‖ (

communicator(s) :: atts
) ‖ N

]) = flatten(N)

flatten(C1 ‖ C2) = flatten(C1) ‖ flatten(C2)

flatten(nilNetworkConfiguration) = nnil

flatten
(
s{c} :: {ρ}P

) = s{c} :: {ρ}P
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flatten(N1 ‖ N2) = flatten(N1) ‖ flatten(N2)

flatten(nnil) = nnil

flatten
(
transfer-send(msge)

) = flatten
(
transfer-receive(msge)

) = msge

flatten
(
msg(s, content)

) = msg(s, content)

The well-definedness of flatten follows from the monoid properties of the operators ‖ (together with the unit elements nnil) 
which hold both for the sort Net and the sort NetworkConfiguration.

Fact 8. flatten(C) is well-defined for any well-formed network configuration C.

The stuttering bisimulation relates any DSSA-KLAIM network configuration with its flattened version and is defined as 
follows:

Definition 21 (MP-KLAIM/DSSA-KLAIM stuttering bisimulation relation). The relation

∼flatten⊆ TDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration × TMP-K,Net

is defined by

C ∼flatten N if flatten(C) ≡MP N and C is well-formed

for any DSSA-KLAIM network configuration C and any MP-KLAIM Net N .

For example, the MP-KLAIM net

N0 = s1{0} :: {ρ1}nil ‖ s2{0} :: {ρ2}〈2〉 ‖ msg
(
s1, remote-out(1)

)

is ∼flatten-equivalent to the DSSA-KLAIM configurations

C1 = [〈portal :: s1〉 ‖ (
communicator(s1) :: atts1

) ‖
s1{0} :: {ρ1}nil ‖ transfer-receive

(
msg

(
s1, remote-out(1)

))] ‖
[〈portal :: s2〉 ‖ (

communicator(s2) :: atts2
) ‖

s2{0} :: {ρ2}〈2〉]

and

C2 = [〈portal :: s1〉 ‖ (
communicator(s1) :: atts1

) ‖
s1{0} :: {ρ1}nil

] ‖ [〈portal :: s2〉 ‖ (
communicator(s2) :: atts2

) ‖
s2{0} :: {ρ2}〈2〉 ‖ transfer-send

(
msg

(
s1, remote-out(1)

))]

The set of rewrite rules of DSSA-KLAIM contains the rewrite rules of MP-KLAIM and extends them by rules for ex-
changing messages between the different nets. MP-KLAIM and DSSA-KLAIM behave the same for actions which are executed 
at the same physical location. However, if e.g., an out-remote action is to be executed at a different location, then in 
MP-KLAIM the [remote-out-consume] rule can be applied directly to the remote-out message whereas in DSSA-KLAIM the 
message has to be transmitted via the application of [transfer-send], [portal-transfer], and [transfer-receive] to the lo-
cation of the receiver before the [remote-out-consume] rule can be applied. The key for the stuttering bisimulation is 
that applying any of the three rules [transfer-send], [portal-transfer], and [transfer-receive] to a configuration does not 
change the flattened image of the configuration and thus these rules are considered to be stuttering: The set J transfer

def=
{[portal-transfer], [transfer-send], [transfer-receive]} denotes the set of stuttering transfer rules and J D

def= J ∪ J transfer de-
notes the set of all stuttering rules of DSSA-KLAIM. To define the weak fair transition system we write

SCDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration
def= {N ∈ TDSSA-K ,Net | N is well-formed and site-closed}

for the set of all well-formed site-closed elements of TDSSA-K ,Net . Then

KSC- J D
DSSA

def= (
SCDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration, (⇒DSSA)

•, J D
)

denotes the weak fair transition system of DSSA-KLAIM such that any path π in KSC- J D
DSSA

is weak fair w.r.t. all applications of 
rules in J D .
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Theorem 6. The weak fair transition systems KSC- J
MP and KSC- J D

DSSA
are stuttering bisimilar w.r.t. the relation ∼flatten.

Proof. See Appendix A. �
The Kripke structure of D-KLAIM extends the weak fair D-KLAIM transition system KDSSA to a Kripke structure by adding 

the theory of Boolean values, a sort Prop, an operator _ |� _ : NetworkConfiguration Prop −→ Bool, and constants p :→ Prop as 
atomic propositions.

We choose APD
def= {p∼flatten | p ∈ APKLAIM} such that for any p ∈ APKLAIM, N ∈ SCMP-K,Net, C ∈ SCDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration with 

C ∼flatten N , N |� p iff C |� p∼flatten .
These propositions about KLAIM nets do not consider anything of the distributed structure of DSSA-KLAIM configurations. 

Examples are again the propositions “contains at least two sites” and “s2 contains tuple 〈2〉.” These are satisfied by the 
MP-KLAIM net N0 and by the configurations C1 and C2 above; by definition of APD also the APD counterparts hold in C1
and C2. More generally, for any proposition p of this form and any

C ∈ SCDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration and

N ∈ SCMP-K,Net with C ∼flatten N

we have (***) N |� p iff C |� p iff C |� p∼flatten . The enabledness properties behave differently; e.g. the enabledness propo-
sition enabledout-remote-consume of the MP-KLAIM rule [out-remote-consume] holds in N0 and by definition its counterpart 
enabled

∼flatten
out-remote-consume holds in C1 and C2; but enabledout-remote-consume does neither hold in C1 nor in C2. Because of the 

weak fairness conditions J transfer , we conclude that eventually the MP-KLAIM rule [out-remote-consume] will be enabled 
in DSSA-KLAIM; more generally, C |� (enabled

∼flatten
r → Fenabledr) holds for any well-formed site-closed DSSA-configuration C

and any rule r ∈ J transfer .
Then the labeling function

LKDSSA
: SCDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration → P(APD)

can be defined by

LKDSSA
(C)

def= {
p∼flatten

∣∣ p ∈ LKMP (N) for some N ∈ SCMP-K,Net with C ∼flatten N
}

for any C ∈ SCDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration .
This labeling function LKDSSA

is well-defined; the weak fair Kripke structure of DSSA-KLAIM is given by

KS
KLAIM

J D
DSSA-K

= (
SCDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration, (⇒DSSA,1)

•, LKDSSA
, J D

)

Proposition 9. The Kripke structures KS
KLAIM

J D
DSSA-K

and KS
KLAIM J

MP-K
are stuttering bisimilar w.r.t. to ∼flatten.

The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 6 and the definition of the labeling function. The underlying transition systems 
of DSSA-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM are stuttering bisimilar. Moreover, modulo renaming the set LKDSSA

(C) is the same as LKMP (N) for 
any C, N with C ∼flatten N. �

Therefore, modulo renaming, weak fair MP-KLAIM and weak fair DSSA-KLAIM satisfy the same CTL∗ \ X(APMP) formulas:

Corollary 7. For any ϕ ∈ CTL∗ \ X(APMP) and C ∈ SCDSSA-K ,NetworkConfiguration, N ∈ SCMP-K,Net with C ∼ N we have

KS
KLAIM

J D
DSSA

, C |� ϕ∼flatten iff KS
KLAIM J

MP
, N |� ϕ.

As example we consider again the correctness properties AFp with p = 〈0...fib(n)〉@s1 of the Fibonacci service. The initial 
DSSA-KLAIM configuration FibD has the form (with Q i = k2m(Pi) for i = 1, 2, 3)

[〈portal :: ip1〉 ‖ (
communicator(ip1) :: atts1

) ‖ s1{0} :: {ρc}Q 1
] ‖

[〈portal :: ip2〉 ‖ (
communicator(ip2) :: atts2

) ‖ s2{0} :: {ρd}Q 2
] ‖

[〈portal :: ip3〉 ‖ (
communicator(ip3) :: atts3

) ‖ s3{0} :: {ρs}Q 3
]

FibD is ∼flatten-equivalent to the initial MP-KLAIM net FibM. Corollary 7 implies that the Fibonacci properties hold in FibM
iff their counterparts AFp∼flatten hold in FibD. Because of (***), AFp holds also FibD. Together with the correctness results of 
the previous sections we conclude that the correctness of the Fibonacci service in M-KLAIM implies the correctness of the 
Fibonacci in the (weak fair) DSSA-KLAIM implementation.
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Fig. 10. Overview: simulation, execution, and verification (LTL model checking) with *-KLAIM and Maude.

7. Formal design and analysis of distributed systems using *-KLAIM

In the following we explain how specifications based on *-KLAIM (M-KLAIM, MP-KLAIM, and D-KLAIM) can be formally 
analyzed using the Maude LTL model checker and the Maude search command.

Fig. 10 gives an overview of our formal analysis approach for Maude-based KLAIM specifications. While we analyze 
M-KLAIM and MP-KLAIM specifications as is, for D-KLAIM we use one of the socket abstractions (see Section 5.4) and verify 
distributed specifications in a single unified specification in one Maude instance.

In the previous sections we have already shown that due to the stuttering bisimilarity results the correctness of the 
Fibonacci service for KLAIM carry over to KLAIM itself, MP-KLAIM, and the simple socket abstraction DSSA-KLAIM.

In Section 7.1 we analyze a mutual exclusion property by model checking an invariant and a strong liveness property. 
The Maude model checker verifies the mutual exclusion invariant for M-KLAIM; for the liveness property it provides a coun-
terexample. Then using our stuttering bisimulation theorems we show that these results carry over to KLAIM, MP-KLAIM 
and the simple socket abstraction DSSA-KLAIM.

Section 7.2 discusses a Maude specification of a simple load balancer. Using the Maude search command we ana-
lyze the search space and model check an simple invariant. Then again by using our stuttering bisimulation results we 
prove that for KLAIM, MP-KLAIM and DSSA-KLAIM the invariant can also be inferred from model checking the property in 
M-KLAIM.

7.1. A *-KLAIM-based token-based mutual exclusion algorithm

This example demonstrates how a token-based mutual exclusion algorithm using a tuple space can be specified and 
analyzed in *-KLAIM. The goal is to give an executable specification of the algorithm and to model-check if the algorithm 
fulfills the mutual exclusion property and provides strong liveness guarantees.

Fig. 11 shows the setup for this example. The KLAIM net consists of three KLAIM nodes: one token server and two 
consumers. A token exists in the net and is represented by the value [0]. It is, if available for consumption, present as a 
tuple in the tuple space of the token server. The consumers can bid for the token by requesting it from the token server. 
In case the token is available in the tuple space of a consumer, i.e., the token was transferred from the token server to 
the consumer, the consumer enters its critical section by changing the value of the token. A consumer is defined to be in 
a critical section if it holds the tuple [1] in its tuple space. A consumer leaves the critical section when it consumes the 
tuple [1] and puts back the token tuple [0] into the tuple space of the token server.

Defining mutual exclusion and strong liveness Mutual exclusion and strong liveness are two desirable properties of a mutual 
exclusion algorithm. In our example, mutual exclusion means that the two consumers are not in their critical sections si-
multaneously. Strong liveness means that if a consumer requests the token at certain point in time, the consumer eventually 
gets the token in order to enter its critical section. We first define two auxiliary properties, critical and requesting, 
which, for a given site, state if the node at the specified site is in its critical section or is requesting the token from the 
token server. Mutual exclusion is then defined by the LTL formula

[] ~(critical(consumer1) /\ critical(consumer2))
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Fig. 11. Process synchronization using the Linda model.

and strong liveness of the consumers is defined by the LTL formulas

([]<> requesting(consumer1)) -> ([]<> critical(consumer1))

and

([]<> requesting(consumer2)) -> ([]<> critical(consumer2)) .

*-KLAIM-based model checking In order to perform model checking, we first specify the properties critical and 
requesting for each of the KLAIM specifications. As an example, the following listing shows the specification of the 
two properties based on M-KLAIM

ops critical requesting : Site -> Prop .

var S : Site .
var N : Net .
var AE : AllocationEnvironment .
var P : Process .
var PR : Prop .

eq (S {0}::{AE} <[1]> | P) || N |= critical(S) = true .
eq (S {0}::{AE} ’Request <>) || N
|= requesting(S) = true .

eq N |= PR = false [owise] .

Next, we specify the initial state for the model checking of the mutual exclusion algorithm based on each of the KLAIM 
specifications. Again, for reasons of brevity, only the initial state of the M-KLAIM specification is shown

eq tokenServer = site ’TokenServer .
eq consumer1 = site ’Consumer1 .
eq consumer2 = site ’Consumer2 .

op initial : -> Net .
eq initial =
(tokenServer {0}::{[tokenServer / self]} <[0]>)
|| (consumer1 {0}::{[consumer1 / self] *
[tokenServer / ’TokenServer]}
’Request <>)
|| (consumer2 {0}::{[consumer1 / self] *
[tokenServer / ’TokenServer]}
’Request <>) .

Finally, model checking can be performed. For example, model checking of the mutual exclusion property of the algo-
rithm based on M-KLAIM is achieved by the command
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Maude> red modelCheck(initial,
[]~ (critical(consumer1) /\ critical(consumer2))) .

reduce in KLAIM-MUTEX-CHECK : modelCheck(initial,
[]~ (critical(consumer1) /\ critical(consumer2))) .

rewrites: 1016 in 0ms cpu (3ms real) (1395604 rewrites/second)
result Bool: true

which shows that the property holds. Model checking of the strong liveness properties is achieved by giving the commands

Maude> red modelCheck(initial,
[]<> requesting(consumer1) -> []<> critical(consumer1)) .

reduce in KLAIM-MUTEX-CHECK : modelCheck(initial,
[]<> requesting(consumer1) -> []<> critical(consumer1)) .

rewrites: 723 in 2ms cpu (2ms real) (263100 rewrites/second)
result [ModelCheckResult]: counterexample(...)

and

Maude> red modelCheck(initial,
[]<> requesting(consumer2) -> []<> critical(consumer2)) .

reduce in KLAIM-MUTEX-CHECK : modelCheck(initial,
[]<> requesting(consumer2) -> []<> critical(consumer2)) .

rewrites: 896 in 3ms cpu (4ms real) (288566 rewrites/second)
result [ModelCheckResult]: counterexample(...)

which show that the liveness properties do not hold. The counterexamples, which are omitted for reasons of brevity, show 
that each one of the consumers can starve, i.e., for each consumer a looping path of transitions exists where in each 
intermediate state the property critical does not hold for the consumer.

Correctness of mutual exclusion Using the results of Section 6 we show that the mutual exclusion property holds also in 
KLAIM, MP-KLAIM and the simple socket abstraction of D-KLAIM.

Let the atomic property critc stand for critical(consumer) so that critc holds in a net M if M has the form 
(c {0}::{AE} <[1]> | P) || N for appropriate AE, P, N. Then the mutual exclusion property, mutex say, can be 
written in CTL∗ as AG¬(critc1 and critc2).

Since in M-KLAIM mutex is valid for the state initial, Corollary 5 implies that mutex holds also in KLAIM for the state 
m2k(initial).

To prove mutex in MP-KLAIM we note that critc → crit∼c or equivalently ¬crit∼c → ¬critc holds for all MP-KLAIM states. 
Thus ¬(crit∼c1 and crit∼c2) → ¬(critc1 and critc2) and consequently

(**) mutex∼ → mutex

hold in MP-KLAIM. Then Corollary 6 implies the validity of mutex∼ and (because (**)) also the validity of mutex for the state 
initial in weak fair MP-KLAIM. Equivalently the property fairMutex of form

A
(
Fair J → G¬(critc1 and critc2)

)

holds in MP-KLAIM for the state initial.
Finally, Corollary 7 and property (***) of Section 6.3 imply that mutex holds in weak fair D-SSA-KLAIM. Equivalenty, that 

fairMutex holds in DSSA-KLAIM for all configurations C with C ∼flatten initial.
For analyzing strong liveness properties of form

[]<> requesting(consumeri) -> []<> critical(consumeri))

we translate these formulas to CTL∗ to lifeci
def= A(GFreqci → GFcritci) where reqci denotes the atomic property requesting

(consumeri). According to the model checking result above, this formula is not valid in the M-KLAIM net initial and 
there exists a counterexample given by a path p. Applying the function m2k to each element of p yields a counterexample 
of the strong liveness property in KLAIM.

Corollary 6 implies that the formula life∼
ci

def= A(GFreq∼
ci → GFcrit∼ci ) does not hold in weak fair MP-KLAIM (for initial). 

Then all weak fair paths p′ which are stuttering bisimilar to p are counterexamples of life∼
ci and because of ¬crit∼ci → ¬critci

they are also counterexamples of the liveness property lifeci . Finally, Corollary 7 implies that none of the liveness properties 
lifeci holds in DSSA-KLAIM (for any configuration C with C ∼flatten initial).

Therefore, the strong liveness property lifeci does not hold in any of the considered KLAIM variants KLAIM, M-KLAIM, 
MP-KLAIM and DSSA-KLAIM.
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Fig. 12. The load balancer of the running example (cf., Fig. 2) in D-KLAIM.

7.2. A D-KLAIM-based load balancer

In this example we show how a simple load balancer based on D-KLAIM can be specified. We then analyze the load 
balancer using the Maude search command.

Four nodes, a producer, a load balancer, and two consumers, form a KLAIM net. Initially, the producer has four tuples in 
its tuple space. These tuples can be seen as abstractions of work tasks. The producer then puts each tuple into the tuple 
space of the load balancer. The load balancer consumes tuples in its tuple space and distributes the tuples across the tuple 
spaces of the consumers in an alternating order. The expected outcome of the scenario is that each consumer is assigned 
two work tasks, i.e., each consumer ends up with two tuples in its tuple space. Fig. 12 provides a schematic overview of 
the load balancer example.

We first define the initial configuration of the simple load balancer example based on D-KLAIM and the complete socket 
abstraction, cf., Section 5.4.1

ops producer loadBalancer consumer1 consumer2 : -> Site .
eq producer = "192.168.0.100" : 6000 # ’0 .
eq loadBalancer = "192.168.0.1" : 8080 # ’0 .
eq consumer1 = "192.168.123.1" : 9000 # ’0 .
eq consumer2 = "192.168.123.2" : 9000 # ’0 .

op loadBalancerExample : -> NetworkConfiguration .
eq loadBalancerExample =
[startCommunicator("192.168.0.100", 6000, none) ||
(producer {0}::{[producer / self]

* [loadBalancer / ’WorkBalancer]}
<[0]> | <[1]> | <[2]> | <[3]> |
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’WorkBalancer .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’WorkBalancer .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’WorkBalancer .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’WorkBalancer . nil)] ||
[startCommunicator("192.168.0.1", 8080, none) ||
(loadBalancer {0}::{[loadBalancer / self] *
[consumer1 / ’Consumer1] * [consumer2 / ’Consumer2]}
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’Consumer1 .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’Consumer2 .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’Consumer1 .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’Consumer2 . nil)] ||
[startCommunicator("192.168.123.1", 9000, none) ||
(consumer1 {0}::{[consumer1 / self]} nil)] ||
[startCommunicator("192.168.123.2", 9000, none) ||
(consumer2 {0}::{[consumer2 / self]} nil)] .

Searching for possible final states To determine all possible final states, i.e., all states in which no more rewrites are possible, 
the following Maude search command is used:

search in D-KLAIM-ABSTRACTION :
loadBalancerExample =>! NC:NetworkConfiguration .
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The search yields six possible final states, which correspond to the possible distribution of tuples across the consumers’ 
tuple spaces. The following table shows the possible final configurations of the tuple spaces. Note that a tuple space is a 
commutative collection of tuples. <[0]> | <[1]> and <[1]> | <[0]> for example describe the same tuple space. In 
all cases each consumer ends up with two tuples in its tuple space, as conjectured.

Consumer1’s tuple space Consumer2’s tuple space

<[0]> | <[1]> <[2]> | <[3]>
<[0]> | <[2]> <[1]> | <[3]>
<[0]> | <[3]> <[1]> | <[2]>
<[1]> | <[2]> <[0]> | <[3]>
<[1]> | <[3]> <[0]> | <[2]>
<[2]> | <[3]> <[0]> | <[1]>

Model checking of an invariant An invariant that our simple load balancer example should fulfill is that at no point in time 
a consumer has more than two tuples in its tuple space. In the following, the variables

var NC : NetworkConfiguration .
var C : Configuration .
var A : Site .
var AE : AllocationEnvironment .
var P : Process .
var AP : AuxiliaryProcess .
var SP : SyntacticProcess .

are used. We first define the auxiliary property

op lessEqThanTwo : NetworkConfiguration -> Bool .

which takes a network configuration as an argument and determines if the two consumers in the network configuration 
each have less or equal than two tuples in their tuple spaces

op count : Process -> Nat .
eq lessEqThanTwo([C || (A {0}::{AE} P)]) =
if A == consumer1 or A == consumer2 then count(P) <= 2
else false fi .

eq lessEqThanTwo([C] || NC) =
lessEqThanTwo([C]) or lessEqThanTwo(NC) .

eq count(SP) = 0 .
eq count(AP | P) = s(count(P)) .

We then use the command

Maude> search loadBalancerExample =>* NC:NetworkConfiguration
such that not lessEqThanTwo(NC) .

to model check the invariant. The result is, that the invariant holds as no solutions are found.

Correctness of the load balancer An alternative way of showing the correctness of the counting invariant of the load balancer 
is to model check the corresponding M-KLAIM specification and to use this result for inferring the correctness of the 
DSSA-specification.

Consider the following initial M-KLAIM net:

ops producer loadBalancer consumer1 consumer2 : -> Site .
eq producer = "192.168.0.100" : 6000 # ’0 .
eq loadBalancer = "192.168.0.1" : 8080 # ’0 .
eq consumer1 = "192.168.123.1" : 9000 # ’0 .
eq consumer2 = "192.168.123.2" : 9000 # ’0 .

op loadBalancerEx0 : -> NetworkConfiguration .
eq loadBalancerEx0 =
[producer {0}::{[producer / self]

* [loadBalancer / ’WorkBalancer]}
<[0]> | <[1]> | <[2]> | <[3]> |
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’WorkBalancer .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’WorkBalancer .
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in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’WorkBalancer .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’WorkBalancer . nil)] ||
[loadBalancer {0}::{[loadBalancer / self] *
[consumer1 / ’Consumer1] * [consumer2 / ’Consumer2]}
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’Consumer1 .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’Consumer2 .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’Consumer1 .
in(! x ’X)@ self . out(x ’X {0})@ ’Consumer2 . nil)] ||
[consumer1 {0}::{[consumer1 / self]} nil)] ||
[consumer2 {0}::{[consumer2 / self]} nil)] .

Obviously, loadBalancerEx0 is equivalent to the initial DSSA-KLAIM configuration of the load balancer; i.e.

loadBalancerExample∼flatten loadBalancerEx0.

The counting invariant can be expressed as AG ≤ 2 where ≤ 2 stands for the atomic property that none of the two clients 
consumer1, consumer2 counts more than two subprocesses. It is easy to model check that AG ≤ 2 holds in M-KLAIM for 
the net loadBalancerEx0.

The correctness of the property for KLAIM, MP-KLAIM and the simple socket abstraction DSSA-KLAIM can be inferred as 
follows:

Corollary 5 implies that AG ≤ 2 holds in KLAIM for the net m2k(loadBalancerEx0). In MP-KLAIM the atomic property 
≤ 2∼ asserts for any MP-KLAIM net N and for any node with site consumer1 or consumer2 of N that the total number 
of subprocesses and out-messages of this node is less or equal to two. Clearly, the implication ≤ 2∼ →≤ 2 holds for any net 
in MP-KLAIM.

Using Corollary 6 we conclude that AG ≤ 2∼ and thus AG ≤ 2 hold in the MP-KLAIM net loadBalancerEx0.
Finally, because of loadBalancerExample ∼flatten loadBalancerEx0, Corollary 7 implies that the invariant 

AG ≤ 2∼flatten holds in DSSA-KLAIM for the configuration loadBalancerEx0. As ≤ 2∼flatten is equivalent to ≤ 2 for any 
configuration in DSSA-KLAIM, the invariant AG ≤ 2 holds in DSSA-KLAIM.

8. Related work

Of course, the correct-by-design approach for secure and reliable distributed systems and the case studies we have pre-
sented are just a proof of concept. We need to carry out more case studies; scalability is and will remain an issue for 
automated formal analysis. The tools for making progress are to exploit compositionality properties and to develop even 
better abstractions, refinement, and model transformation techniques. For example, we have proposed the idea of formal 
patterns [32,47], i.e., highly reusable solution for commonly occurring problems which, in addition to “normal” patterns, 
come with formal guarantees and enable automated pattern composition, often resulting in semi-automatic construction 
of new models with improved properties. We further introduced the concept of composite actors and means to statisti-
cally model check composite actor specifications [31–33,54,62]. In [22] it is shown that adding cookies, a denial of service 
prevention mechanism, to a client-server system preserves all safety properties, and in [48] it is proven that the Physi-
cally Asynchronous Logically Synchronous (PALS) architectural pattern reduces the design and verification of a distributed 
real-time system with asynchronous communication to that of its much simpler synchronous version.

Related to composed systems and their behavior, Bruni et al. [15,16] have recently proposed a framework to describe 
and statistically analyze the adaptive behavior in multi-layered component hierarchies in Maude.

In a broader sense extensions of this work were further influenced by probabilistic rewrite theories [2,8], the idea of 
actor systems [1,37,38], and statistical model checking using VeStA [58] and PVeStA [7].

Related to KLAIM, variants for the original semantics of KLAIM [27] were proposed in [28]. In [9], the theoretical founda-
tions of the main features of KLAIM and its programming model are outlined. Further, a modal logic that permits reasoning 
about system behavior and KLAIM extensions for object-oriented programming are presented. X-KLAIM [11] is a program-
ming language, based on KLAIM, for programming distributed applications with object-oriented mobile code. The X-KLAIM 
compiler translates X-KLAIM into executable Java programs. Klava [10] is Java package that implements the runtime sys-
tem for these X-KLAIM Java programs. Neither in the X-KLAIM nor Klava context, any formal correctness proofs of the 
KLAIM implementations are given. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first formal correctness proof of a KLAIM 
implementation. Other work [18] shows how StoKlaim, a stochastic extension of KLAIM, can be used to specify and ver-
ify quantitative properties of distributed systems. To focus more on autonomic aspects of systems, the authors of KLAIM 
presented SCEL [56], a software component ensemble language. De Nicola et al. further investigated the specification and 
analysis of reputation systems with coordination languages [21].

Besides KLAIM and Linda [20,36], several other calculi and formal languages that can express and analyze mobile and 
distributed computing have been proposed. Three examples that also influenced the work in this article are Mobile Ambi-
ents [19], Mobile Maude [30], and the rewriting logic semantics of Orc [4,5]: Mobile Ambients is a calculus that describes 
the movement of processes and devices; Mobile Maude is a mobile agent language that extends Maude with the support 
for mobile computation. With the rise of the Internet and distributed systems in general came a great demand to automate 
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business processes and workflows among organizations and individuals. Service-oriented solutions require an orchestration 
among different concurrently running services. Orc [53] describes a theory for the orchestration of such services and pro-
vides a timed and concurrent programming language. AlTurki et al. formally specified and analyzed the Orc language using 
the Maude system in [4], proved the Orc SOS semantics bisimilar to a much more efficient reduction semantics in [3,5], and 
provided a distributed implementation with formal analysis in [6].

The realization of D-KLAIM and its socket abstractions was influenced to a great extent by the Mobile Maude im-
plementation. Our work is not the first to introduce socket abstractions to enable model checking of distributed Maude 
specifications [3,6,30,57]. The socket abstractions defined in this work differ from the aforementioned abstractions in the 
steps that are reproduced w.r.t. the implementation using Maude’s built-in sockets. While we aim at reproducing every step 
with the complete socket abstraction; with the simple socket abstraction we aim at reproducing only the essential steps 
of moving messages between KLAIM nets. To the best of our knowledge the complete socket abstraction is the first to 
reproduce the behavior of the entire built-in SOCKET module inside of an abstraction.

Many of the aforementioned calculi and formal languages are influenced by the leading examples of classic process 
calculi including CSP [40], CCS [50], the π -calculus [51], and the already mentioned Orc [53]. PEPA (Performance Evaluation 
Process Algebra) [39] is a stochastic process algebra which is based classical process algebras and introduces probabilistic 
branching and timing of transitions.

Works in the EU project SENSORIA also face the challenges of distributed service-oriented computing with formal design 
and analysis: In [59], formal methods are used to model and verify a variant of SOAP that supports asynchronous commu-
nication; [61] shows how a performance analysis of a service-oriented system specified as an UML model can be achieved. 
Thereby, the UML model is transformed into a PEPA process which is then analyzed using a stochastic model checker or a 
transient analysis evaluator.

9. Concluding remarks

In this article we have studied the coordination language KLAIM with the aim of formally modeling message-passing-
based distributed systems. We have presented an executable rewriting semantics of KLAIM and its distributed implemen-
tation in Maude, where multiple instances of Maude communicate via sockets. We have studied the semantic relationships 
between KLAIM and its Maude realizations and have proven stuttering bisimilarity results that shows the correctness of 
the M-KLAIM rewriting semantics of KLAIM and also of extensions of such rewriting semantics extending KLAIM with mes-
sage passing and with a distributed implementation. Furthermore, we have shown that the stuttering bisimulations can be 
extended to Kripke structures and thus preserve large classes of temporal logic formulas, namely CTL∗ \ X.

By simulating and analyzing three aspects of a simple distributed system with Maude and the Maude LTL model checker 
we have shown that it is possible to formally specify, analyze, and execute message-passing-based distributed systems using 
KLAIM and Maude. However, when it comes to LTL model checking, we are restricted to subsets of such a complex system 
specification because of the inevitable state space explosion associated with LTL model checking.

To overcome this scalability restriction, we proposed an alternative approach based on a composite actor and scalable 
statistical model checking [32,33]. In fact, the scalable model checking approach allows us to model check specifications 
with hundreds to thousands of concurrent actors. In future work, we aim at providing an actor-based KLAIM specification 
that can be used together with our statistical model checking approach for composite actor specifications.

These are encouraging results. Formal models, and, in particular, the rewriting logic approach with its Maude tools are 
well-suited for the design of secure and reliable distributed systems. Checking for formal guarantees can help to tackle and 
to overcome some of the main obstacles for the growth and adoption of distributed systems and services.
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Appendix A. Proofs

A.1. Proof of Proposition 2

The proof proceeds by computational induction on the derivation of N �−→ N ′ .

Base Case (RED-A) with A ∈ {OUT, IN,NEW}: For such an action reduction rule we construct a trivial reduction in context of 
form (*) by choosing N0 = N , N1 = N ′ , R2 = nnil and n = 0.
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Inductive Cases: By I.H. we assume that the nets N0, N ′
0, R0 and the following derivation (IH*) of N1 �−→ N ′

1 of form (*)

N0 �−→ N ′
0

by (RED-A) with A∈{OUT,IN,NEW}

N0 ‖ R0 �−→ N ′
0 ‖ R0

by (RED-PAR)

N1 ≡all C[N0], C[N0] �−→ C[N ′
0], C[N ′

0] ≡all N ′
1

by several (RED-RES),C[.]=(νs′1)...(νs′n)([.]‖R2)

N1 �−→ N ′
1

by (RED-STRUCT)

be given.
Case (RED-PAR): By Fact 1 we can assume that N2 is structurally equivalent to a net (νs′′

1) . . . (νs′′
n′′)R ′

2 in prefix normal 
form with n′′ ≥ 0 and R ′

2 is |-free. Because of α-conversion, we can assume that {s′
1, . . . , s

′
n} is disjoint from all 

localities occurring in N2 and {s′′
1, . . . , s′′

n′′ } is disjoint from all localities occurring in N1. Then we construct the 
following derivation of N1 ‖ N2 �−→ N ′

1 ‖ N2 of form (*):

N0 �−→ N ′
0

by (RED-A) with A∈{OUT,IN,EVAL,READ,NEW}

N0 ‖ R0 ‖ R ′
2 �−→ N ′

0 ‖ R0 ‖ R ′
2

by (RED-PAR)

N1 ‖ N2 ≡all C ′[N0], C ′[N0] �−→ C ′[N ′
0], C ′[N ′

0] ≡all N ′
1 ‖ N2

by sev. (RED-RES),

C[.] = (νs′
1) . . . (νs′

n)(νs′′
1) . . . (νs′′

n′′ )([.]||R0||R ′
2)

N1 ‖ N2 �−→ N ′
1 ‖ N2

by (RED-STRUCT)

Case (RED-RES): By replacing the last two lines of (IH*) by

C[N0] �−→ C[N ′
0]

(νl)N ≡all (νl)C[N0], (νl)C[N0] �−→ (νl)C[N ′
0], (νl)C[N ′

0] ≡all (νl)N ′ by (RED-RES)

(νl)N �−→ (νl)N ′ by (RED-STRUCT)

we obtain a derivation of (νl)N �−→ (νl)N ′ of form (*).
Case (RED-STRUCT): By replacing the last two lines of (IH*) by

C[N0] �−→ C[N ′
0]

N ≡all N1 ≡all C[N0], C[N0] �−→ C[N ′
0], C[N ′

0] ≡all N ′
1 ≡all N ′ by (RED-RES)

N �−→ N ′ by (RED-STRUCT)

we obtain a derivation of N �−→ N ′ of form (*).

A.2. Proof of Proposition 5

Proof of 1. by computational induction. We show 1. only for [process_invocation], [out_self], and [new_loc]. The other cases 
are analogous.

Case [(simple) process-invocation]: Let M ∼ K with

K ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K0 and K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M).

By applying (Rec→) several times in context to K we obtain K′ with

K �−→∗≡ K′ and K′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
m2k(M).

M has the form

s0{c0} :: {ρ0}X <>| P P0 ‖ N2

with process definition X() = P for appropriate P , P P0, N2.
The result of applying [process-invocation] yields

M1 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P | P P0 ‖ N2

By Fact 4,

m2k(M) = s0 ::m2k(ρ0) rec X .m2kX (P ) | m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)
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Then,

m2k(M) ≡ [by (CLONE)]

s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2kX (P ) ‖ s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)

�−→≡ [by (Rec)→]
s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2kX (P )

[
rec X .m2kX (P )/X

] ‖ s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)

≡ [by (CLONE) and monoid laws]

s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2kX (P )
[
rec X .m2kX (P )/X

] | m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)

≡ m2k(M1)

Thus for K′ we obtain

K′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
m2k(M) �−→∗≡

(
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
m2k(M1).

Let K1
def= (νs′

1) . . . (νs′
n)m2k(M1). Then M1 ∼ K1 holds.

Case [out_self]: Let M ∼ K with

K ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K0 and K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M).

By applying (Rec→) several times in context to K we obtain K′ with

K �−→∗≡ K′ and K′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
m2k(M).

M has the form

s0{c0} :: {ρ0}out(t0)@L.R0 | P P0 ‖ N2

with ρ0(L) = s0, and appropriate R0, P P0, N2.
The result of applying [out-self] yields

M1 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}R0 | P P0 | 〈T [[t0]]ρ0
〉 ‖ N2

By Fact 4,

m2k(M) = s0 ::m2k(ρ0) out
(
m2k(t0)

)
@L.m2k∅(R0) | m2k∅(P P0) ‖

m2k(N2) and m2k(ρ0)(L) = s0

Then,

m2k(M) ≡ [by (ABS) and twice (CLONE)]

s0 ::m2k(ρ0) out
(
m2k(t0)

)
@L.m2k∅(R0) ‖

s0 ::m2k(ρ0) nil ‖ s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)

�−→≡ [by (RED-OUT) and (RED-PAR)]

s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(R0) ‖ s0 ::m2k(ρ0)

〈
E
[[

m2k(t0)
]]

m2k(ρ0)

〉 ‖
s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)

≡ [by twice (CLONE) and monoid laws]

s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(R0) | m2k∅(P P0) | 〈E[[
m2k(t0)

]]
m2k(ρ0)

〉 ‖
m2k(N2)

≡ m2k(M1)

Thus for K′ we obtain

K′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
m2k(M) �−→∗≡

(
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
m2k(M1).

Let K1
def= (νs′ ) . . . (νs′

n)m2k(M1). Then M1 ∼ K1 holds.
1
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Case [new_loc]: Let M ∼ K with

M ≡ (
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}newloc(l).R0 | P P0

) ‖ N2

(for appropriate R0, P P0, N2)

is a forest specification with roots ∈ S0 and children in 
⋃

i∈N Gi .

K ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K0 and K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M).

By applying (Rec→) several times in context to K we obtain K′ with

K �−→∗≡ K′ and K′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
m2k(M).

Let M ⇒1 M1 hold by applying [new_loc] to site s0 in M. Then

M1 = s0
{

s(c0)
} :: {ρ0}R0[ns/l] | P P0 ‖ ns{0} :: {[ns/self ] ∗ ρ0

}
nil ‖ N2

where ns = g(s0, c0) = (
qid

(
string(s0) + ‘‘.’’+ string(c0,10)

))
.

By Fact 2 ns is a fresh newly generated site and

{〈s0, c0 + 1〉, . . . , 〈sm, cm〉, 〈g(s0, c0),0
〉}

is also a forest specification with roots ∈ S0 and children in 
⋃

i∈N Gi .
Then,

m2k(M) = s0 ::m2k(ρ0) new(l).m2k∅(R0) | m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)

≡ [by (CLONE)]

s0 ::m2k(ρ0) new(l).m2k∅(R0) ‖
s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)

�−→≡ [by (RED-NEW), (ALPHA), and (RED-PAR)]

(νns)
(
s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(R0)[ns/l] ‖ ns ::m2k(ρ0)[ns/self ] nil

) ‖
s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(P P0) ‖ m2k(N2)

≡ [by (CLONE) and monoid laws]

(νns)
(
s0 ::m2k(ρ0) m2k∅(R0)[ns/l] | m2k∅(P P0) ‖

ns ::m2k(ρ0)[ns/self ] nil ‖ m2k(N2)
)

≡ (νns)m2k(M1)

Thus for K′ we obtain

K′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
m2k(M) �−→∗≡

(
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K1

with K1
def= (νs′

1) . . . (νs′
n)(νns)m2k(M1). Therefore, M1 ∼ K1 holds. �

Proof of 2. The proof of 2. proceeds by case analysis of the rules of �−→≡ , i.e. the action reduction rules in context and 
applications Rec→ , Rec← of Rec in both directions. We show only the cases of (RED-NEW), (RED-OUT). Rec→ , and Rec← . 
The proof for (RED-IN) is analogous to the one of (RED-OUT).

Case (REC←): A right-to-left application of Rec in KLAIM corresponds to a stuttering step in M-KLAIM. Let M ∼ K with

K ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K0 and K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M).

Applying (Rec←) to K yields

K′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K′

0 with K′
0 ≡Rec→ K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M).

Thus M ∼ K′ .
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Case (REC→): Typically, a left-to-right application of Rec in KLAIM corresponds to a process invocation in M-KLAIM; but 
depending on previous right-to-left applications it may also be represented by a stuttering step. Let M ∼ K with

K ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K0 and K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M).

Applying (Rec→) to K yields K′ ≡ (νs′
1) . . . (νs′

n)K0[P [rec X .P/X]/rec X .P ]. We distinguish two cases:
If K0[P [rec X .P/X]/rec X .P ] ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M) holds, then we have M ∼ K′; thus this step is represented by a stutter-
ing step in M-KLAIM. Otherwise, m2k(M) contains an occurrence of rec X .P which corresponds to the occurrence 
of rec X .P in K0. By definition of m2k, M contains a corresponding occurrence of X . Then process invocation yields 
M′ = M[P/X] such that

M ⇒1 M[P/X] and K0
[

P [rec X .P/X]/rec X .P
] ≡∗

Rec→ m2k
(
M[P/X]).

Thus in both cases we obtain M ∼ K′ .
Case (RED-OUT): Let M ∼ K with

K ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K0 and K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M).

M and thus m2k(M) are site-disjoint. Applications of Rec preserve site-disjointness; thus w.l.o.g. K0 has the form

s0 ::ρ0 out(t0)@L.R0 | P P0 ‖ N0

with ρ0(L) = s0, and appropriate s0, R0, P P0, N0. Because of the special form of (REC) Rec→ can only be applied 
to P P0 and N0. Thus m2k(M) has the form

s0 ::ρ0 out(t0)@L.R0 | P P ′
0 ‖ N ′

0

for appropriate P P ′
0, N

′
0 such that (*) holds:

s0 ::ρ0 P P0 ‖ N0 ≡∗
Rec→ s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ′

0 ‖ N ′
0.

Moreover, by the homomorphic definition of m2k M has the form

s0{c0} :: {ρ1}out(t1)@L.R1 | P P1 ‖ N1

with (**) m2k(t1) = t0, m2k∅(R1) = R0, m2k∅(P P1) = P P ′
0, m2k(N1) = N ′

0 and appropriate t1, R1, P P1, N1.
We distinguish two cases where t0 is written locally or where it is sent to a remote site.

Case t0 is written locally, i.e. ρ(L) = s0.
K0 is structurally equivalent to

s0 ::ρ0 out(t0)@L.R0 ‖ s0 ::ρ0 nil ‖ P P0 ‖ N0

Applying (RED-OUT) yields K′ =
s0 ::ρ0 R0 ‖ s0 ::ρ0

〈
E[[t]]m2k(ρ0)

〉 ‖ P P0 ‖ N0

which is structurally equivalent to

s0 ::ρ0 R0 | 〈E[[t]]m2k(ρ0)

〉 | P P0 ‖ N0

m2k(M) is structurally equivalent to

s0 ::ρ0 out(t0)@L.R0 ‖ s0 ::ρ0 nil ‖ s0 ::ρ0 P P ′
0 ‖ N ′

0.

Applying (RED-OUT) yields K′′ =
s0 ::ρ0 R0 ‖ s0 ::ρ0

〈
E[[t]]m2k(ρ0)

〉 ‖ s0 ::ρ0 P P ′
0 ‖ N ′

0

Then (*) implies K′ ≡∗
Rec→ K′′ . On the other hand, applying [out_self] to M yields M1 ≡

s0{c0} :: {ρ0}R1 | out
〈
T [[t0]]ρ0

〉 | P P1 ‖ N1.

Because of (**) we have m2k(M1) ≡ K′′ and thus

K1 ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K′ and K′ ≡∗

Rec→ K′′ ≡ m2k(M1)

implies M1 ∼ K1.
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Case t sent to a remote site s1, i.e. ρ(L) = s1 �= s0.
This case is very similar to the latter case ρ(L) = s0. We assume that ρ1 is the allocation environment of s1

in K0. By (RED-OUT) and structural equivalence, K0 reduces to K′ ≡
s0 ::ρ0 R0 | P P0 ‖ s1 ::ρ1

〈
E[[t]]m2k(ρ0)

〉 ‖ N0.

Then applying (RED-OUT) to m2k(M) yields K′′ =
s0 ::ρ0 R0 ‖ s0 ::ρ0 P P ′

0 ‖ s1 ::ρ1

〈
E[[t]]m2k(ρ0)

〉 ‖ N ′
0

and applying [out_self] to M yields M1 ≡
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}R1 ‖ P P1 ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}out < T [[t0]]ρ0 >‖ N1.

As before this implies M1 ∼ K1.
Case (RED-NEW): Let M ∼ K with

K ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)
K0 and K0 ≡∗

Rec→ m2k(M).

Again M and thus m2k(M) are site-disjoint. Applications of Rec preserve site-disjointness; thus w.l.o.g. K0 has the 
form

s0 ::ρ0 new(l).R0 | P P0 ‖ N0

for appropriate R0, P P0, N0. Because of the special form of (REC) Rec→ can only be applied to P P0 and N0. Then 
m2k(M) has the form

s0 ::ρ0 new(l).R0 | P P ′
0 ‖ N ′

0

for appropriate P P ′
0, N

′
0 such that (*) holds:

s0 ::ρ0 P P0 ‖ N0 ≡∗
Rec→ s0 ::ρ0 P P ′

0 ‖ N ′
0.

By the homomorphic definition of m2k, M has the form

s0{c0} :: {ρ1}new(l).R1 | P P1 ‖ N1

with (**) m2k(ρ1) = ρ0, m2k∅(P P1) = P P ′
0, m2k(N1) = N ′

0 and appropriate c0, ρ1, R1, P P1, N1. By the definition of 
m2k the sites in M and m2k(M) are the same. Applying Rec← to m2k(M) does not change any site; therefore also 
K0 has the same sites as M. g(s0, c0) is a fresh name of M and thus also of K0 and K . In particular, it is different 
from all s′

1, . . . , s
′
n .

Applying (RED-NEW) in context to the |-free normal forms of (νs′
1) . . . (νs′

n)K0 and (νs′
1) . . . (νs′

n)m2k(M) and 

then renaming (with (ALPHA)) l into l′ def= g(s0, c0) yields

K1 = (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)((
νl′

)(
s0 ::ρ0 R0

[
l′/l

] ‖ l′ ::m2k(ρ0[l′/self ]) nil
) ‖

s0 ::ρ0 P P0 ‖ N0
)

K′′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)((
νl′

)(
s0 ::ρ0 R0

[
l′/l

] ‖ l′ ::m2k(ρ0[l′/self ]) nil
) ‖

s0 ::ρ0 P P ′
0 ‖ N ′

0

)

Since l′ is fresh we obtain by structural equivalence

K1 ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)(
νl′

)
K ′

0

with K ′
0 = s0 ::ρ0 R0

[
l′/l

] | P P0 ‖ l′ ::m2k(ρ0[l′/self ]) nil ‖ N0

K′′ ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)(
νl′

)
K ′′′

with K ′′′ = s0 ::ρ0 R0
[
l′/l

] ‖ l′ ::m2k(ρ0[l′/self ]) nil ‖ s0 ::ρ0 P P ′
0 ‖ N ′

0

On the other hand, applying [newloc] to M yields

M1 ≡ s0
{

s(c0)
} :: {ρ1}R1

[
g(s0, c0)/l

] | P P1 ‖
g(s0, c0){0} :: {ρ0 ∗ [

g(s0, c0)/self
]}

nil ‖ N1

Because of l′ = g(s0, c0) and (**) we have m2k(M1) ≡ K′′′ and thus

K1 ≡ (
νs′

1

)
. . .

(
νs′

n

)(
νl′

)
K′

0 and K′
0 ≡∗

Rec→ K′′′ ≡ m2k(M1)

implies M1 ∼ K1. �
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A.3. Proof of Theorem 5

Proof of 1. We simulate each path of KSC
M-K by a weak fair path of KSC- J

MP . The idea is that for any transition λ : M ⇒1 M ′
of KSC

M-K and any N with M ∼MP N , we execute all enabled stuttering steps and then apply the MP-KLAIM rule which 
corresponds to λ.

According to Corollary 1 it is sufficient to show that ∼MP is a well-founded simulation from KSC
M-K to KSC- J

MP-K . As only 
KSC- J

MP-K admits stuttering steps, ∼−1
MP is a function from SCMP-K,Net to SCM-K ,Net , and only conditions (1) and (3) of Defini-

tion 10 apply. We define μ′(M, M ′, N) def= stuttEnabled(N) and show by always executing all enabled stuttering steps that 
the simulating path is weakly fair.

Let M ∼MP N and M ⇒1 M ′ such that M, N and thus also M ′ are site-closed.
First, we perform all stuttering steps: Assume that N allows stuttering steps, i.e., stuttEnabled(N) > 0. Then N is in one 

of the following three forms:

a.

N ≡MP
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et0, s1).P

∣∣ P P ′) ‖ R ′ ‖
msg

(
s0, inResponse(s1, et1)

)

Then

M ≡M
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P [et1/et0]

∣∣ P P
) ‖ R

with

M0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ‖ R

N0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ′ ‖ R ′

and

M0 ∼MP N0

Applying [in-remote-consume] yields

N ′ ≡MP
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P [et1/et0]

∣∣ P P ′) ‖ R ′

with M ∼MP N ′ . We have μ′(M, M ′, N) = stuttEnabled(N) = 1 + stuttEnabled(N ′) > stuttEnabled(N ′) = μ′(M, M ′, N ′).
b. N ≡MP (s0{c0} :: {ρ0}in(t)@l.P | P P ′) ‖ (s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 | P P ′

1) ‖ R ′
1. Then M is equivalent to

(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}in(t)@l.P

∣∣ P P
) ‖ (

s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 ∣∣ P P1
) ‖ R1

with

M0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1 ‖ R1

N0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ′ ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′
1 ‖ R ′

1

and

M0 ∼MP N0

Applying [in-remote-request] yields

N ′ = (
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et0)@l.P

∣∣ P P ′) ‖
(
s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 ∣∣ P P ′

1

) ‖ R ′
1 ‖ msg

(
s1, inRequest(s0, et0)

)

According to Definition 18.2.ii we have M ∼MP N ′; μ′(M, M ′, N) = stuttEnabled(N) = 1 + stuttEnabled(N ′) >
stuttEnabled(N ′) = μ′(M, M ′, N ′).

c. N ≡MP s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′
1 ‖ R ′

1 ‖ msg(s1, remote-out(et)). Then M is equivalent to

s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 | P P1 ‖ R1
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with

M0 = s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1 ‖ R1

N0 = s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′
1 ‖ R ′

1

and

M0 ∼MP N0

Applying [out-remote-consume] yields

N ′ ≡MP s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 | P P ′
1 ‖ R ′

1

with M ∼MP N ′ and μ′(M, M ′, N) = stuttEnabled(N) = 1 + stuttEnabled(N ′) > stuttEnabled(N ′) = μ′(M, M ′, N ′).

Thus in the following we can assume that N is not stuttering enabled. We distinguish the following three cases:

1. The transition M ⇒1 M ′ executes one of the self-rules or [newloc]. Then, N can execute the same rule leading to N ′
with M ′ ∼MP N ′ .

2. Case [out-remote]: M is equivalent to s0{c0} :: {ρ0}out(t)@l.P | P P ‖ R with ρ0(l) = s1, s0 �= s1, R = s1{c1} :: {ρ1} P P1 ‖ R1
for appropriate s0, s1, c0, c1, ρ0, ρ1, l, P , P P , P P1, R1, R . Let et = T [ [t] ]ρ ; applying [out-remote] to M leads to

M ′ = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P | P P ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 | P P1 ‖ R1.

Then, according to ∼MP N has the form:

N ≡MP s0{c0} :: {ρ0}out(et)@P | P P ′ ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′′
1 ‖ R ′

1

with

M0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1 ‖ R1

N0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ′ ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′
1 ‖ R ′

1

and

M0 ∼MP N0

Applying [out-remote-produce] yields

N ′ = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P | P P ′ ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′
1 ‖

R ′
1 ‖ msg

(
s1, remote-out(et)

)

According to Definition 18.2.i, we have with M ′ ∼MP N ′ .
3. Case [in-remote]: M is equivalent to the form

(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}in(t)@l.P

∣∣ P P
) ‖ (

s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 | P P1
) ‖ R1

and

M ′ ≡M
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P [et/et0]

∣∣ P P
) ‖ (

s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1
) ‖ R1

where ρ0(l) = s1, et0 = T [ [t] ]ρ0 , and match(et, et0).
Since N is not stuttering enabled it is equivalent to

(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et0)@l.P

∣∣ P P ′) ‖
(
s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 ∣∣ P P ′

1

) ‖ R ′
1 ‖ msg

(
s1, inRequest(s0, et0)

)

with

M0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1 ‖ R1

N0 = s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P P ′ ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′
1 ‖ R ′

1

and

M0 ∼MP N0
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Applying [in-remote-response] yields

N ′ ≡MP
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et0)@l.P

∣∣ P P ′) ‖
(
s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′

1

) ‖ R ′
1 ‖ msg

(
s0, inResponse(s1, et)

)

According to Definition 18.2.iii we have M ′ ∼MP N ′ . �
Proof of 2. According to Theorem 3 it is sufficient to show that ∼−1

MP is a well-founded simulation relation from KSC
MP-K

to KSC
M-K .

As ∼−1
MP is a function from KSC

MP-K to KSC
M-K , only conditions (1) and (2) from Definition 10 apply. As before, we define 

μ(M, N) def= stuttEnabled(N).
Let M ∼MP N and N ⇒MP N ′ . Then, we distinguish the following cases:

1. The transition N ⇒MP N ′ executes one of the [self] rules or [newloc]. Then, M can execute the same rule leading to M ′
with M ′ ∼MP N ′ .

2. Case [out-remote-produce]:

N ≡MP s0{c0} :: {ρ0}out(t)@l.P | P P ′ ‖ R ′

and

M ≡M s0{c0} :: {ρ0}out(t)@l.P | P P ‖ R

with ρ0(l) = s1, et = T [ [t] ]ρ0 , and M0 ∼ N0.
Since N is site-closed, s1 occurs in N0 and R ′ can be written as s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′

1 ‖ R ′
1. Because of R ∼MP R ′ we can also 

write

R ≡M s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1 ‖ R1

Then,

N ′ ≡MP s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P | P P ′ ‖ R ′ ‖ msg
(
s1, remote-out(et)

)

and M rewrites with [remote-out] to

M ′ ≡M s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P | P P ‖ s1{c1} :: {ρ1}〈et〉 | P P1 ‖ R1

By Definition 18.2.i we get M ′ ∼MP N ′ .
3. Case [in-remote-request]:

N ≡MP s0{c0} :: {ρ0}in(t)@l.P | P P ′ ‖ R ′

and

M ≡M s0{c0} :: {ρ0}in(t)@l.P | P P ‖ R

with

M0 ≡M (s0 :: P P ) ‖ R ∼MP N0 ≡MP
(
s0 :: P P ′) ‖ R ′

with ρ0(l) = s1 and et0 = T [ [t] ]ρ0 .
Since N is site-closed, s1 occurs in N0 and R ′ can be written as s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′

1 ‖ R ′
1. Since R ∼MP R ′ we can also write

R ≡M s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1 ‖ R1

Then,

N ′ ≡MP
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et0, s1)P | P P ′) ‖

(
s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′

1

) ‖ R ′
1 ‖ msg

(
s1, inRequest(s0, et0)

)

and by Definition 18.2.ii M ∼MP N ′

μ(N, M) = stuttEnabled(N) = 1 + stuttEnabled
(
N ′)

≥ stuttEnabled
(
N ′) = μ

(
N ′, M

)
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4. Case [in-remote-response]:

N ≡ (
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et0, s1).P | P P ′) ‖

(
s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′

1

∣∣ 〈et1〉
) ‖ R ′

1 ‖ msg
(
s1, inRequest(s0, et0)

)

M ≡ (
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}in(t)@l.P

∣∣ P P
) ‖ (

s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1
∣∣ 〈et1〉

) ‖ R1

and ρ0(l) = s1 T [ [t] ]ρ0 = et0, and M0 ∼MP N0.
Then,

N ′ ≡MP
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et0, s1).P

∣∣ P P ′) ‖
s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P ′

1 ‖ R ′
1 ‖ msg

(
s0, inResponse(s1, et1)

)

M ′ ≡M
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P [et1/et0]

∣∣ P P
) ‖ (

s1{c1} :: {ρ1}P P1
) ‖ R1

Then by Definition 18.2.ii M ′ ∼MP N ′ .
5. Case [in-remote-consume]:

According to Definition 18.2.iii

N ≡MP
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}blockIn(et0, s1).P

∣∣ P P ′) ‖ R ′ ‖
msg

(
s0, inResponse(s1, et1)

)

M ≡M
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P [et1/et0]

∣∣ P P
) ‖ R

with M0 ∼MP N0.
Applying [in-remote-consume] yields

N ′ ≡MP
(
s0{c0} :: {ρ0}P [et1/et0]

∣∣ P P ′) ‖ R ′

with M ∼MP N ′ .
We have μ(N, M) = stuttEnabled(N) = 1 + stuttEnabled(N ′) > μ(N ′, M). �

A.4. Proof of Theorem 6

We distinguish two cases:

1. KSC- J D
DSSA

is a stuttering simulation of KSC- J
MP w.r.t. ∼flatten;

2. KSC- J
MP is a stuttering simulation of KSC- J D

DSSA
w.r.t. ∼flatten .

Both proofs are by computational induction.
For comparing of these two languages, we consider only the rules of J transfer as stuttering; the rules in J occur in both 

languages and thus relate in a strictly bisimilar way. First, we define the function

stuttEnabled : TDSSA-K,NetworkConfiguration →N,

it counts the number of possible J transfer-stuttering steps of any network configuration. stuttEnabled is inductively defined 
as follows (for any s, c, ρ, P , N1, N2, cntt, C1):

• stuttEnabled([(s{c} :: {ρ}P ) ‖ N1] ‖ [msg(s, cntt) ‖ N2] ‖ C1) = 1 + stuttEnabled([(s{c} :: {ρ}P ) ‖ N1] ‖ [transfer-
send(msg(s, cntt)) ‖ N2] ‖ C1);

• stuttEnabled([(s{c} :: {ρ}P ) ‖ N1] ‖ [transfer-send(msg(s, cntt)) ‖ N2] ‖ C1) = 1 + stuttEnabled([(s{c} :: {ρ}P ) ‖ N1 ‖
transfer-receive(msg(s, cntt))] ‖ [N2] ‖ C1);

• stuttEnabled([(s{c} :: {ρ}P ) ‖ N1 ‖ transfer-receive(msg(s, cntt))] ‖ [N2] ‖ C1) = 1 + stuttEnabled([(s{c} :: {ρ}P ) ‖ N1 ‖
msg(s, cntt)] ‖ [N2] ‖ C1);

• stuttEnabled(C) = 0, otherwise.

Also the functions μ and μ′ are defined as for MP-KLAIM (for any C, C ′ of sort NetworkConfiguration, and N of sort Net):

μ′(N, N ′, C
) def= stuttEnabled(C)

μ(N, C)
def= stuttEnabled(C).

Proof of 1. For any ground site-closed MP-KLAIM terms N, N ′ of sort Net and any ground well-formed and site-closed 
D-KLAIM term C of sort NetworkConfiguration, let N ∼flatten C and N ⇒1 N ′ . Then N =MP flatten(C).
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We distinguish the following cases:

(i.) The transition N ⇒1 N ′ executes one of the self-rules or [newloc] or one of the remote rules [out-remote-produce], 
[in-remote-request] or for an address at the same physical location one of the remote rules [out-remote-consume], 
[in-remote-response], [in-remote-consume]. Then C can execute the same rule leading to a configuration C ′ with 
flatten(C ′) =MP N ′ .

(ii.) For an address at a different physical location the transition N ⇒1 N ′ executes a rule [r] of the remote rules [out-
remote-consume], [in-remote-response], [in-remote-consume], then depending on the state of the consumed message 
in C , one can execute the full sequence or a postfix of the sequence of rules [transfer-send], [portal-transfer], [transfer-
receive], [t], [r] where t denotes the sequence of all applicable stuttering rules in J transfer . The latter ensures the weak 
fairness of the path. The result is a NetworkConfiguration C ′ with flatten(C ′) =MP N ′ . The flattened images of all inter-
mediate configurations are equivalent to N and μ′ is strictly decreasing in all cases where one of the J transfer-rules has 
been applied. Since only KSC- J D

DSSA
performs J transfer-stuttering steps, this implies that ∼flatten is a well-founded simulation 

and thus by Theorem 3 a stuttering simulation. �
Proof of 2. For any ground site-closed MP-KLAIM term N of sort Net and any D-KLAIM ground well-formed and site-closed 
terms C, C ′ of sort NetworkConfiguration let N ∼flatten C and C ⇒1 C ′ . Then N =MP flatten(C).

Then we distinguish the following cases:

(i.) The transition C ⇒1 C ′ executes one of the rules [transfer-send], [portal-transfer], or [transfer-receive]. Then 
flatten(C ′) =MP N and in all cases μ is strictly decreasing.

(ii.) The transition C ⇒1 C ′ executes one of the inherited rules from MP-KLAIM. Then N can execute the same rule leading 
to a configuration N ′ with flatten(C ′) =MP N ′ .

Thus in both cases C ′ ∼flatten N ′ holds. Since only KSC- J D
DSSA

performs J transfer-stuttering steps, this implies that ∼flatten is a 
well-founded simulation and thus by Theorem 3 a stuttering simulation. �
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